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Abstract
The volunteer environmental organization, Friends of Bonne Bay (FOBB), is concerned about
the health and well-being of the Bay. The objective of the report is to assess the historical and
contemporary "state of the environment" of Bonne Bay, to determine the extent to which its marine
ecosystem is resilient and healthy, and to identify what changes have occurred in recent decades to its
physical, biological, and ecological components.
This report begins with an overview of the land and seascape of Bonne Bay, its waters and its
marine life. Included are a review of the oceanography, hydrography, geology, and ecology, derived
from numerous published and unpublished documents and internet sources. Issues of major concern
are discussed, including those resulting from human activities and those due to natural causes. The
implications of these pressures and changes on the environment are reviewed in the context of the
potential for enhanced protection of Bonne Bay.
Keywords: marine ecology, shorelines, coastal development, fish and fauna species, marine
protection, climate change
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1.0 Bonne Bay - A Special Place
One of the Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations and followed globally is
to “conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources” (SDG 14 - Life below
Water). Accordingly, the Canadian Government plans to conserve 25 per cent of its lands and waters
by 2025 and 30 per cent of each by 2030. This will involve the creation of ten new national marine
conservation areas in the next five years. One site that might be considered is Bonne Bay, a doublearm fjord connected to the Gulf of St. Lawrence (FIGURE 1).1 This has a unique, intricate, and
diverse marine ecosystem, protected only by federal regulations that apply to all coastal waters. 2
There is now great support among residents for some kind of special protection of the Bay3.

FIGURE 1. Map of Bonne Bay showing the communities, East Arm and South Arm. Source:
MUN Geography (2012-27). Shoal Brook, Birchy Head and Glenburnie form one joint
municipality GBS
1 In this report, Bonne Bay is sometimes referred to simply as the Bay, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence as the Gulf.
2 A suggestion that Bonne Bay might be considered a potential candidate for a “National Marine Conservation Area” was made by Le Bris and Wroblewski (2018) on the basis
that the “cold-temperate” fish found here are near their northern range limit. And see Ecology Action Centre Newsletter v39/3 Dec 2021.
3 Mendis, R. (2020)
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Surrounded by Gros Morne National Park, Bonne Bay is known for its majestic
landscapes, rich history, ecological productivity, and as a world-class tourist attraction. And as
Robert Hooper put it in his comprehensive 1975 report, “The marine environment of Bonne
Bay is just as exciting and spectacular as the surrounding land. Wide variety in exposure,
salinity, substrata, slope, currents and light cause great variety of sea life and their
associations.”4 Its varying topography and marine habitats make it a haven for a wide array of
marine species, ranging from giant whales to minuscule plants, of interest to marine biologists
and scientists worldwide. The East Arm of the Bay, for example, is home to a relict Arctic
marine ecosystem. Nearly all the marine plants and animal species that occur along the shores
of Eastern Canada can be found in Bonne Bay.5 Much of the surrounding land is already
protected as part of Gros Morne National Park, a World Heritage Site, though Park jurisdiction
does not extend below the mean low-tide mark.
Like many other near-shore ecosystems, Bonne Bay is affected by activities such as
tourism, pollution, and shoreline construction, which can result in habitat alteration and
biodiversity loss. The collapse through over-fishing of the cod and salmon fisheries in Atlantic
Canada is a testament to the ravaging effects of human activity on fish stocks. The effects of
climate change are intensifying all over the world,6 with the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
clearly warming7, and winter ice cover on Bonne Bay dwindling. With continued warming,
species like the Atlantic harp seal and Arctic char may no longer be spotted in the Bay, and new
species may appear. Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) reports that several species are at risk
of disappearing from the Bay and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, with potential serious impacts on
4 Hooper, R. (1975)
5 Hooper, R. quoted in Burzynski 2017 p 171
6 For clear summary of the global situation see Climate Update- Evidence and Causes
7 Gulf of St. Lawrence temperatures rising | CTV News (accessed Jan 26, 2022)
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the entire marine ecosystem.8 Indeed, fjords have been labelled aquatic critical zones since
they are particularly vulnerable to human-caused changes as well as to climate change (Bianchi
et al., 2020).
Several organizations are responsible for monitoring and managing the fishery industry of
Atlantic Canada. The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) is an intergovernmental fisheries science and management body founded in 1979. Its objective is "to
ensure the long-term conservation and sustainable use of the fishery resources in the convention
area and, in so doing, to safeguard the marine ecosystems in which these resources are found."
Bonne Bay is part of the 4R regulatory and management area, lying between Cape Bauld and
Cape Ray (FIGURE 2).

FIGURE 2. NAFO Regulatory Area 4R showing subdivisions. Source Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organization Fisheries (NAFO). (n.d.).

8 In contrast, Wroblewski and colleagues held that proper stewardship of Bonne Bay could help rebuild the Gulf of St. Lawrence fisheries (Currie et al. 2009).
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The Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is the federal institution responsible
for safeguarding Canadian waters and managing and protecting the fishing industry and ocean
resources. The province of Newfoundland and Labrador also has a Department of Fisheries, Forestry
and Aquaculture, which is concerned with certification and licensing.
To move to greater protection, we need to know what it is that needs protection and from what.
Marine species, shorelines, fishing, surface activities? What is the current state of the marine
ecosystem and how has it changed over time? What are the main drivers of change and sources of
stress in the environment, and what can be done in response to them? We need to understand the
natural processes, including physical, biological, and chemical components that control the marine
ecosystem, and identify the main activities driving the environmental changes. What are the areas of
most concern and what is the best way to respond to these changes? Perhaps the biggest challenge is
to decide what to protect at a time when marine conditions are being affected by global and regional
change. The Sierra Club of Canada has been recently holding webinars9 to generate interest and ideas
regarding the protection of coastal waters in Canada through the development of Marine Protected
Areas (MPA).
This study is the work of the Friends of Bonne Bay (FOBB), a volunteer group of local
residents concerned about the health and well-being of the Bay. The objective of the report is to
assess the historical and contemporary "state of the environment" of Bonne Bay, to determine the
extent to which its marine ecosystem is resilient and healthy, and to identify what changes have
occurred in recent decades to its physical, biological, and ecological components. In 2021, we hired a
graduate student at Grenfell campus of Memorial University, Ms. Hadiya Bamragha, to prepare a
draft of this report, which has now been extensively revised by a FOBB team.
9 Sierra Club of Canada Foundation. Webinar “2030 Is Tomorrow: Protecting 30% of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Is Urgent and Feasible”. Accessed June 28, 2022
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We are fortunate in having a detailed baseline study from which to work – the unpublished
report by Robert Hooper commissioned by Parks Canada in 1975: "Bonne Bay Marine Resources:
An Ecological and Biological Assessment". Much work has since been done through the Bonne Bay
Aquarium and Research Station, a research, teaching, education and conference venue situated in
Norris Point, part of the Grenfell Campus of Memorial University. Other important sources of
information include a book by Joe Wroblewski on the marine waters of the National Park, which
includes a wealth of information on Bonne Bay,10 a masterful guide to Gros Morne National Park by
local scientist Michael Burzynski11, a detailed study of the landscape along the southern part of South
Arm by Patricia Manuel and Sarah Herring12, DFO’s Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program13, and
numerous scientific papers and unpublished theses on Bonne Bay. Much digital information is
available in the Geoscience Atlas produced by the NL Geological Survey Division.14
FOBB’s “State of the Bay” project has been running in parallel with a similar one by the
Ecology Action Center (EAC) which is “working with communities in the Gros Morne region to
ensure sensitive marine ecosystems are protected and our marine resources are used responsibly”15.
The EAC goal is to develop a “community-led marine network plan that will identify zones for
sustainable economic development in fisheries and tourism as well as zones for research, recreation
and protection.”16 This has already received support of local fish harvesters and others in the area,
especially for low-impact tourism and zoning for marine protection.17 A related organization is the
Bonne Bay-based Atlantic Healthy Oceans Initiative (AHOI), which “works to protect the long-term
10 Wroblewski, J. (2013). 202p
11 Burzynski, M. (2017). 566p
12 Manuel, P. and Herring, S. (2010). 204p
13 Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program (AZMP) (dfo-mpo.gc.ca) And see Ecology Action Centre Newsletter v39/3 Dec 2021
14 https://geoatlas.gov.nl.ca
15 https://ecologyaction.ca/marine/marine-protection
16 https://ecologyaction.ca/marine/marine-protection
17 EAC Newsletter December 2021, EAC Annual Report 2020-2021
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health of our oceans while promoting innovative ways to grow sustainable coastal communities in
western NL” by facilitating “actions to protect it and the people that depend on it most.”18 AHOI has
recently acquired a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) to conduct research in Bonne Bay to map out,
film and analyze critical marine habitats in the region19.
This “State of Bonne Bay” report begins with an overview of the land and seascape of Bonne
Bay, its waters and its marine life. The following chapter then introduces the reader to major issues of
concern in the area, including those resulting from human activities and those due to natural causes.
Finally, the report concludes with the implications of these pressures and changes on the environment
and the potential for enhanced protection of Bonne Bay.

2.0 The Marine Environment
2.1 Introduction
The physical and chemical character of the waters of Bonne Bay is essential to understanding
its marine life. The survival of marine organisms depends on water temperature, salinity, oxygen
levels, and density, so that keeping track of these variables is crucial in assessing changes in a marine
ecosystem. There is a general relationship between temperature, density and salinity: the more saline
and cooler the water, the denser or heavier it becomes. This means that changes in one property will
affect the others, so there are many complexities in assessing the conditions of seawater, besides
movements due to tides, freshwater inflow and winds.
As Hooper showed in his 1975 study, among the many aspects to be considered are vertical and
horizontal variations in temperature and salinity, the downward penetration of sunlight, the timing
and distribution of ice cover, the topography and character of the floor of the ocean, the influence of
18 https://www.ahoi.ca/
19 https://ecologyaction.ca/press-release/ahoi-dives-marine-research-program-new-partnerships-and-submersible-rov-technology
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the many rivers and streams that pour freshwater into the bay, and tides, currents and the circulation
of water around the bay. Some of these topics have been studied in recent years, but there does not
appear to be any comprehensive systematic monitoring programs or continuing synthesis to bring
together the data and information needed for an on-going picture of the marine waters of Bonne Bay
and how they are changing. Thorough protection of any marine area might need to begin with such a
program. What we do know however, is summarized below.
A wealth of information on physical, chemical and biological conditions off the coast of
Eastern Canada is available from DFO, as part of the Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program.20 A regional
context is provided by data for the northern Gulf of St. Lawrence that include sea-surface and bottom
temperatures, nutrient concentrations, phytoplankton and zooplankton, deep-water acidity and
oxygen.21 This is important because, for example, increasing hypoxia (lack of oxygen) in the deep
Gulf waters may affect at least the outer parts of Bonne Bay, driving away marine species that cannot
survive oxygen-poor waters.22
Because Bonne Bay has long been recognized as a special place for marine studies, there are a
number of reports, published and unpublished, that provide extensive information. Some of this work
has been linked to the idea of a special observatory at the Bonne Bay Aquarium and Research Station
at Norris Point.23 Specific projects include a study of the flow of water across the sill at Norris Point,24
the patterns of wind25, and the effects of tides26 on the circulation of water in the bay. More recently
there have been two Memorial University surveys in 2013 and 2019 involving “gliders” (unmanned,
20 Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program (AZMP) (dfo-mpo.gc.ca)
21 DFO. (2021).
22 Lemmen, D.S., Warren, F.J., James, T.S. and Mercer Clarke, C.S.L. Editors (2016) p111
23 De Young, B., Brown, K.M., Adams, R.S. and McLean, S.D. 2005. pp855-860 Vol. 1.
24 Richards, C. and B. de Young 2004. p51
25 Richards, C. 2005. 126p
26 Peng, W. (2008). 99p.
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underwater vehicles) that move through water on their own to collect data on various ocean
conditions.27
2.2 Physiography
Bonne Bay (FIGURE 3) has two main reaches: East Arm (sometimes called Main Arm) and
South Arm (sometimes called West Arm), and several smaller Arms and coves.

FIGURE. 3. Map of Bonne Bay. Source; Wroblewski, J. S. (2013)
To the west, the mouth of Bonne Bay is marked on the south side by Western Head and to the
north by Lobster Cove Head. There are four municipalities around the shore of Bonne Bay: Rocky
Harbour, Norris Point (including Neddies Harbour and Wild Cove), Woody Point (including Curzon
Village, Winterhouse Brook, and St. Joseph’s Cove), and Glenburnie-Birchy Head-Shoal Brook
(GBS). Other communities around the Bay have disappeared. Where the busy logging community of
Lomond once stood, there is now a national park campground, and tiny settlements along the shore,
27 von Oppeln-Bronikowski, Nicolai and de Young, Brad and Bachmayer, Ralf and Claus, Brian and Zhou, Mingxi and Matthews, Robin J. B. and Bishop, Charlie and Howatt,
Tara and Palter, Jaime and Downey, Mark and Riggs, Neil and Foley, Jack (2021).
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among them Mill Cove, Stanleyville, Gadd’s Harbour, and Burton’s Cove, have long since been
abandoned.
Bonne Bay owes its shape to repeated glaciations that scoured earlier river valleys. East Arm is
12 kilometres long, and has a typical fjord structure with steep sides, a deep glacial trough (maximum
depth around 230 m), and a shallow (14 m) sill between Norris Point and Gadd’s Harbour. The sill,
which has a current-swept channel up to 26m deep, isolates the deep waters of East Arm from the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and helps to maintain the temperature of the Arm’s frigid depths (FIGURE 4).

FIGURE 4. Bonne Bay multibeam imagery showing 50 m depth contours. Shallow water shown in
brown, deeper water in darker blues. (Burzynski 2017, p178-179, from Shaw (2003).
The South Arm is shallower (40-60 m deep) and flows directly into the outer basin of the Bay.
In places the Bay is flanked by steep cliffs (100-300 m high) - as at Tucker’s Head, the eastern end of
East Arm, and the western cliffs below the Lookout Hills - and elsewhere by low narrow terraces
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(around 10-20 m high). Fanning out from the mouth of Bonne Bay is an arcuate ridge of glacial
boulders and gravel that rises 40 to 50 m above the adjacent sea floor and extends from Sally’s Cove
to Trout River (FIGURE 5). This ridge is just 33 m below sea level at its highest point: it was
probably deposited by glacial ice flowing out of Bonne Bay around 13,500 years ago.

FIGURE 5. Burzynski 2017 p172, from Shaw (2003), showing the curved gravel ridge beyond the
mouth of Bonne Bay. This bank of glacial debris (a moraine) is a rich fishing ground.
Numerous brooks and rivers flow into Bonne Bay, including Deer Brook, Southeast Brook,
Middle Brook, Winter House Brook, Rocky Barachois Brook, Mill Brook, McKenzie’s Brook, and
the Lomond River. The estuaries of some rivers are shallow, and partially exposed at low tide, as at
the mouth of Deer Brook and the Lomond River. McKenzie’s Brook, Sellars Brook, and Middle
Brook converge at Glenburnie to form broad intertidal flats. The mudflats, salt marsh, and lagoons
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provide homes and feeding grounds for a wide variety of birds and other animals. On the flats at
Glenburnie, shorebirds, ducks, eagles, and osprey, as well as occasional moose, fox and coyote come
to feed.
2.3 Geology
Bonne Bay is set within a landscape of complex geology, which illustrates many of the
processes of plate tectonics.28 The bedrocks of the shore vary from sandstone, quartzite and limestone
to small patches of rocks from the Earth’s mantle (peridotite) and highly deformed sediments. The
chemical properties of rocks and soils within the basins of streams draining into the Bay may have
some influence on its waters, though this has not been demonstrated definitively.29 However, the
grain size and degree of cementation of bottom sediments strongly influences marine communities
that live there. Organisms that grow on bedrock and boulders may not be able to survive on smaller
rocks, which can be moved about by waves or ice, whereas organisms that cannot compete on stable
substrates, like burrowing animals, thrive best on finer sediments. This is especially so in the case of
biogenic sediments, common in parts of East Arm where they form from the skeletons of
foraminifera, mollusks, bryozoans, coralline algae, diatoms, and sea urchins.30
The Bay itself was shaped by repeated glaciations when ice flowed through pre-existing river
valleys, shaping them into u-shaped troughs filled by melting ice and seawater (FIGURE 6).
28 Burzynski 2017; Berger et al 1994;
29 Hooper 1975 includes some chemical data from East Arm (p26 ff)
30 Hooper, 1975, p15
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FIGURE 6. Position of glacial ice flowing out of Bonne Bay around 13,500 years ago, to form the
offshore moraine, from Shaw, J. (2003).
The last glacial ice began to disappear around 14,000 years ago, when the level of the sea
around Bonne Bay was about 75m above present: some ice remained on the highlands around the
Bay until about 9,000 years ago (Burzynski p 93). Since then, sea level dropped, leaving behind
marine terraces which still border parts of the Bay, as at Sandy Point and Shoal Brook. The terraces
are composed of clays, sands, and gravels left behind by the last glaciers as they moved westward to
the Gulf, around 13,500 years ago.
The shape of Bonne Bay is still evolving as a result of forces like wind, water, and ice that
erode and sculpt the shores and add new material to the bottom. This is especially so when steep
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shorelines fail and landslides develop, and when new human-built structures along shore influence
currents, beaches and sediment patterns.
2.4 Weather and Climate
Roughly speaking, Bonne Bay occupies a weather (and over the long-term, a climate) divide
between the coastal lowlands to the north and the mountainous terrain to the south. The proximity to
the Gulf and the prevailing southwesterly winds has a large influence on the weather and climate in
the region.
Over the years, four official weather stations around Bonne Bay have recorded some or all of
the following parameters: mean air temperature, mean maximum temperature, mean minimum
temperature, total precipitation (snowfall and rainfall), and wind gust, direction, and speed.31 The
major weather station was in Rocky Harbour, which operated from July 1999 to June 2021. An
earlier one functioned from July 1972 to April 1993, and there was one in Woody Point from August
1971 to June 1996.32 The Woody Point station provided records for the South Arm, while the Rocky
Harbour station provided data for the area extending from Rocky Harbour Pond to the coast. Because
the records from these stations were below the technical standards required by the World
Meteorological Organization and because there were gaps resulting from missing records, complete
assessment of climate trends in the area is not possible. However, the data available are still
important for understanding short-term trends in weather against the background of regional climate
warming.
The average annual temperature recorded in Bonne Bay is 4ºC, and in summer 12ºC. Average
July temperatures are between 14ºC and 16ºC and February temperatures are between -5ºC and -8ºC.
31 Government of Canada. (2021, November 16).
32 In 2005 a weather station was installed at the Bonne Bay Aquarium and Research Station in Norris Point, but it was damaged by wind after about 5 years of operation and
never replaced. There is a remarkable un-official and on-going record of daily temperatures kept since 1986 by Derek Young in Glenburnie (see Pam Hall 2017. p 98-99).
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Annual precipitation in the area averages 120cm at sea level, with 400-450cm of snow.33 Woody
Point has the distinction of being labelled by Environment Canada the snowiest community in
Canada.34 In recent years, there were on average 133 frost-free days at Woody Point and 103 at
Rocky Harbour. Compared to many other areas of Newfoundland, Bonne Bay experiences fewer
foggy days, due to the protection by the Long-Range Mountains from northeast winds blowing from
the Atlantic.
Wind is extremely important to the marine ecology of Bonne Bay, influencing movement,
mixing and circulation of its waters. Wind speeds of 80-100km/h have been recorded regularly in the
area, and Norris Point has a highest recorded wind speed of 208 km/h.35 On windy days, curtains and
funnels of spray, known as water devils or williwaws, are commonly seen on both Arms of Bonne
Bay as cool, dense air pours down off the hills and creates turbulence over the water.
2.5 The Waters of Bonne Bay
2.5.1 Water Temperatures
In Bonne Bay, air temperature regulates seasonal water temperatures, while heat exchange in
deeper layers occurs through mixing driven by density differences. Water temperatures fluctuate
more slowly than air temperatures, the time lag increasing with depth and distance from the shore36.
In former years, as soon as temperatures in the Bay fell below 0ºC in January, ice began to form and
remained in place until April, when warming generally began. Of course, once sea ice melts, the
water surface temperatures rapidly increase, and by August they can reach 20ºC in East Arm.37
Surface water temperatures over the sill can warm as much as 10ºC in a week.38 By the end of
33 Burzynski, M. (2017) p 47
34 “Over a typical winter, Woody Point racks up 638 centimetres, nearly 21 feet, of snow that lands in just 89 days.” Snowiest Places in Canada - Current Results (accessed Feb
9, 2022)
35 Burzynski, M. (2017), p 47
36 Hooper, 1975
37 In the mid-1970s, the bay reached its highest temperatures (16-180) in late July and early August (Burzynski, 2017, after personal communication from Robert Hooper)
38 Hooper p 15
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September, as the air cools, the water generally begins to cool again, sometimes dropping 2-3ºC in
November.39
As the water in the East Arm becomes colder, it becomes denser and saltier. This results in the
separation into layers of different densities based on temperature and salinity. Winds and tides stir
only the surface layer, whereas in the bottom layer mixing is driven by the sinking of denser waters.
The boundary zone between the two layers, called the thermocline, plays a significant role in vertical
water temperature changes, and it is this contrast between shallow and deep layers that provide
conditions for great diversity of marine organisms. In summer, warmer surface waters are separated
from colder deeper waters, a situation that reverses in fall and winter. The deeper waters of East Arm
used to maintain a year-round temperature of about 0ºC, acting as a “natural refrigerator”, unaffected
by changes at the surface.40
A glider survey41 in August 2019 between Norris Point and the mouth of Bonne Bay shows
that temperatures at the surface were between 18 and 20ºC, while temperatures below the mixed layer
(30m-40m) were near 0ºC.42 The bottom layers were warmer, at around 2-3ºC - a significant increase.
In warmer months, water temperatures decrease with distance from the shore, in part because the
freshwater flowing into the Bay more closely reflects the ambient temperature. Thus, estuaries are
warmer in spring and summer but colder in autumn.
The temperature of surface waters in the Gulf of St. Lawrence has risen rapidly in recent years.
According to a CBC report, average sea surface temperatures in October and November 2021 were
the highest in 40 years. At 300m below the surface, water temperatures were 6.8ºC, compared to
4.1ºC at 150m, reflecting a strong warming of this “cold, intermediate layer”, even faster than
39 Hooper p 15
40 Burzynski, 2017
41von Oppeln-Bronikowski, et. al (2021)
42 Hooper 1975 vol 2 p3-5
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projections based on climate change models.43 According to Hooper, increases in summer sea surface
temperatures of up to 6ºC have been measured in recent years in Bonne Bay, compared to earlier
temperatures of 17-18ºC.44 Warmer water also means a change in the relative proportion of arctic
and temperate benthic species, particularly those in the tidal zone. 45 Hooper has pointed out that there
is increased undercutting of slopes along soft rock (e.g. limestone) shorelines, by bio-eroding
organisms, particularly clams. This is likely to increase as surface water temperatures increase.
2.5.2 Salinity
The waters of Bonne Bay are characterized by salty inflow from the Gulf of St. Lawrence at
depth, and as rivers and streams enter the Bay, the surface water becomes brackish and eventually
flows back out towards the Gulf. Tides and winds promote turbulence and mixing, tending to disturb
the layering. Salt water can be recharged by flood tides and reduced by ebb tides. Tidal currents are
larger over the shallow sill at Norris Point where mixing is stronger and layering weaker.46
Sea water can vary in its saltiness, or salinity - the concentration of sodium chloride, and
nitrates, phosphates, silicates, and trace elements that are crucial to growth and production. The
average salinity of seawater is 35 grams of dissolved salts in each kilogram of water, commonly
reported as 35 parts per thousand or 3.5%. The salinity of seawater increases with evaporation and
sea-ice formation and decreases with freshwater influx, precipitation, and the melting of ice. The
salinity of Bonne Bay increases towards the Gulf because of the influx of freshwater from rivers and
streams along the Bay. Seasonal variations in this discharge result in slight changes in coastal
salinity.
43 'Everything about the Gulf of St. Lawrence was warmer in 2021': federal scientist | CBC News
44 In Manuel and Herring p 39
45 In Manuel and Herring p 39. The continued melting of Greenland ice will surely change ocean currents further.
46 Peng, W. (2008). 99p
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In 2004, the salinity of the Bay ranged from 2.8 to 3.2%, not much different from
measurements taken in 1973 by Hooper.47 These measurements were confirmed by a glider survey
(FIGURE 7) of East Arm in December 2013, which measured salinities between 2.9 and 3.05%48

FIGURE 7. Track of the December 2013 glider survey of East Arm.

A second glider survey in 2019 tracking from Norris Point to the mouth of Bonne Bay
measured salinities between 2.9 to 3.2% (FIGURE 8).
47 Richards & DeYoung, 2004; Hooper v 1 p20
48 von Oppeln-Bronikowski, et. al (2021)
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FIGURE 8. Track of the December 2019 glider survey of the Outer Basin of Bonne Bay
Both studies show how salinity varies with depth and temperature, with more salty water at
depth. In the past decade or two the North Atlantic has become a little less salty, but salinity has
increased in the deep waters of the Gulf, consistent with a northward shift of saltier subtropical
waters. Whether these regional trends are affecting Bonne Bay is not known.
Salinity influences the distribution of marine species, especially in the intertidal zone. Species
such as sticklebacks and some blue-green algae are usually restricted to the estuaries; however,
during the 1973 rainy season, these were found all over the East Arm because of reduced salinity
levels.49 Salinity also affects seaweeds such as Punctaria that can only survive in areas with low
salinities, whereas kelp will die in such conditions.
2.5.3 Sea Ice
Bonne Bay has two types of ice; land-fast (shore) ice and floating ice that can cover the bay.
Sea ice that forms offshore can also drift in from the Gulf of St. Lawrence (LGL, 2005). Until recent
years, the Bay in winter generally froze over completely, except for waters over the sill. It used to be
49 Hooper, 1975
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common to drive horses and trucks across the Bay, for example from Woody Point to Norris Point.
Ice formation is now much less extensive, thinner, and shorter-lasting. In former years, sea ice began
to form in December in the upper St. Lawrence Estuary, spreading outwards, so that by February, sea
ice would cover most of the Gulf, beginning to melt again by mid-March or even later.50
Shore-fast ice performs an important function in protecting the shore from grinding movements
of floating ice and acts as an insulation against very low air temperatures. Hooper reported that in the
1970s it was usually less than 1.3m thick. In strong wind conditions, ice can damage wharves and
other shoreline infrastructure, and can also remove sea-weeds from intertidal zones.
Sea ice cover has an important effect on species that thrive in colder waters. Species such as the
Atlantic harp seal, which need firm ice for whelping, have difficulty tolerating the temperature
increase51, and Arctic char and some other species are no longer commonly encountered in the
nearshore waters of Bonne Bay due to warmer temperatures.52
2.5.4 Tides and Circulation
The movement of water in and out of the Bay as tides change affects marine ecology, for
example by bringing in more salty water from the Gulf as the tides rise, and flushing out lower
salinity water as tides recede. Exposure to waves is also determined by water depths, so that the inner
parts of the Bay are much less exposed to storms in the Gulf than the shores of the outer basin.
A station at Norris Cove reports the daily tidal range throughout the year.53 Mean low tides
here are commonly 0.49m and mean high tides 1.8m above a base level that is set to an elevation
below the expected lowest tide. Detailed studies of tidal flow over the sill were reported some years
50 Urrego-Blanco, J. & Sheng, J. (2014)
51 Hammill et al., 2015
52 Currie et al., 2009
53 Tide Times and Tide Chart for Norris Cove (tide-forecast.com)
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ago by C. Richards and W. Peng.54 Though data at that time were scarce - and apparently still lacking
- Hooper (FIGURE 9) calculated the general movement of surface waters throughout the Bay. This

FIGURE 9. Circulation of surface waters throughout Bonne Bay (Hooper, v 2 p8)
relates to the direction that contaminants, such as sewage, move from the point of discharge. He
estimated that the top ten metres would flush out in about 8 days in East Arm and 3 days in the outer
basin. Deeper waters of the East Arm are more stable, so that any contaminants here would tend to
remain longer.
2.5.5 Water Clarity
The growth of plants is limited by the amount of sunlight that penetrates downwards. The
maximum depth allowing for photosynthesis - the process by which plants and some other organisms
54 Richards, C. (2005), 126p. Peng, W. (2008), 99p.
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use light to extract nutrients from carbon dioxide and water - varies throughout the bay. In East Arm,
light penetrates downward about 45m, as judged by the maximum depth of attached algae, but less in
places like the Lomond River estuary where the runoff contains light-blocking plant material, and the
sill where water clarity is reduced because of strong currents.55 In South Arm, the shallowest depth is
about 40m and increases towards the Gulf. Ice cover, of course, prevents virtually all light from
reaching the water, thus reducing plant production.
3.0 The Marine Life of Bonne Bay56
3.1 A rich and Complex Ecosystem
The waters of Bonne Bay constitute a complex and productive ecosystem with many different
habitats, leading to a great diversity of marine life and to where seabirds, shorebirds and waterfowl
typical of Atlantic Canada can be seen.57 Near the shores of Bonne Bay are a variety of habitats
depending on substrate types, bottom slopes, vegetation cover, and water temperature and salinity.
By far the most detailed information about the marine species found in Bonne Bay is contained
in the two volume 1975 report on Bonne Bay by Robert Hooper, who had already spent some years
scuba-diving in the Bay. Though never published, it is now available electronically from Memorial
University.58 Volume 1 is a description of the marine environment and species that he observed in
the Bay,59 while Volume 2 is a series of maps showing the distribution of these species. Appendices
2,3 and 4 list all the species he reported, together with his observations. Hooper divided the Bay into
six regions, each with special features, which he illustrated with sketches of species found along a
typical vertical transect or section. As he admitted, the more extensive information in his report
55 Hooper v 1 p25
56 Much of this section is based on Wroblewski, J. S. (2013). A useful guide to marine species around NL is Wade Kearley’s “Here’s the Catch – the Fish we Harvest from the
Northwest Atlantic, (2012). See also Le Bris and Wroblewski, (2018).
57 https://cpawsnl.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/SMA-Guide-FINAL-2018-2-20-compressed-ilovepdf-compressed-1.pdf.
58 Bonne Bay Marine Resources V.1 - Centre for Newfoundland Studies - Digitized Books 2 - Memorial University DAI (mun.ca)
59 Listed in Appendices 1 to 4
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about seaweeds rather than fish species reflected his own interests. Species with “inadequate
information” were left omitted, as were many micro-fauna (e.g. mites, protozoa, nematodes). Seals,
porpoises and whales “so infrequently entered Bonne Bay during my studies” that they were also
ignored.60 Nevertheless, his survey comprises a detailed “baseline” picture of the marine ecology of
Bonne Bay in the early 1970s, against which the long-term stability of species might be assessed, if a
contemporary and comparable survey were available.
A detailed description of Bonne Bay’s species and ecology can also be found in Wroblewski
(2013), with a helpful classification of their habitats. A subsequent study by Le Bris and Wroblewski
(2018) of the nearshore fish species in East Arm was partly aimed at determining which fish species
were restricted by the shallow sill at the Tickle. There are also a number of published and
unpublished papers by other researchers, some from the interdisciplinary CURRA program61, which
ran from 2007 to 2014.
Many marine species are under threat due to ocean warming and acidification, over-fishing,
pollution, habitat loss and other stressors. Moreover, the complex interconnections among species,
and the physical and chemical components of the waters around them, means that the loss of one
habitat or species can have harmful effects on others. Decades of overfishing have resulted in about
one third of the world's fish stocks being depleted as of 2017 (FAO, 2020). Some of these global
trends are also evident in Bonne Bay, as shown in the following.
A word is needed here about how marine (and other wildlife) species are categorized in terms
of their risk of disappearance. The Federal Government Species at Risk Act (SARA), revised in
2022, uses the terms extirpated (locally extinct), endangered, threatened, or of special concern.62
60 Hooper vol 1 p34
61 “Community-University Research for Recovery Alliance” www.curra.ca
62 The Government of NL also uses the term “vulnerable” which is apparently equivalent to SARA’s “of special concern”
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The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), established in 1977,
provides scientific advice that may or may not be accepted under SARA, which must also take into
account political, social and economic factors. Among others, the following species found in Bonne
Bay are regarded as at risk from over-fishing, damage to habitats (e.g. from trawling), entanglement
in fishing gear, unintentional catching while fishing for other species (by-catch): Atlantic cod,
harbour porpoise, Atlantic and Spotted wolffish, Acadian redfish, winter skate, and American eel
(TABLE 1). Only the last species is listed by the NL Department of Fisheries, Forestry and
Agriculture as “at risk”. DFO provides little information for the various periods since these species
were listed, so it is not possible to decide whether their number has increased, remained the same or
decreased. Ideally, in order to assess the health of a fish stock and to determine its sustainability, one
should know the number, or relative percentage of individual fish at each growth stage, the
probability of their surviving from one year to the next (based on natural and fishing mortality), and
the number of offspring produced by the average individual at each age.63 This “gold standard” rarely
exists in fisheries management, and it certainly does not for Bonne Bay.

63 Hutchings, J (2021).
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TABLE 1: Marine Species at Risk in Bonne Bay64
NAME (scientific name)

SARA status
(year listed)

Acadian redfish (Sebastes fasciatus)
Bonne Bay population
American eel (Anguilla rostrata)

under consideration

special concern (2010)

under consideration

threatened (2012)

Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)

under consideration

endangered (2010)

Atlantic wolffish (Anarhichas lupus)

special concern (2003)

special concern (confirmed in 2012)

Atlantic bluefin tuna
(Thunnus thynnus)
Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus)

not listed

endangered (2011)

of special concern
(2006)
not listed

special concern (confirmed in 2019)

endangered (2003)

endangered (2003) confirmed 2012

Loggerhead turtle (Caretta caretta)

endangered (2017)

endangered (2010)

Porbeagle shark (Lamna nasus)

under consideration

endangered (2004) confirmed 2014

Spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias)

under consideration

of special concern (2010)

Spotted wolffish (Anarhichas minor)

threatened (2003)

threatened (2001) confirmed (2012)

White hake (Urophycis tenuis)

under consideration

threatened (2013)

Winter skate (Leucoraja ocellata)

under consideration

Harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena)
Leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys
coriacea)

COSEWIC status
(year listed)

special concern (2006)

endangered (2015)

3.2 Plants
Primary producers control the functioning of the marine ecosystem. At the foundation of the
food web are microscopic floating plants or algae called phytoplankton. These get their energy from
sunlight and are thus found mainly in the well-lit surface layers, starting to grow as sea ice melts and
going dormant in the fall as the light starts to fail. Bonne Bay commonly experiences phytoplankton
blooms in spring and fall, which enrich bottom sediments in organic matter.65 Seaweeds and marine
grasses that grow where sunlight can reach them are other forms of photosynthetic algae. The
64https://species-registry.canada.ca/index-en.html#/species?sortBy=commonNameSort&sortDirection=asc&pageSize=10
65 See Tian RC, Vezina AF, Starr M, and Saucieer F. 2001. and Laurach J.R., Batstone, R.T. & Dufour, S.C. (2015).
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seaweeds of Bonne Bay are divided into red algae, brown algae, and green algae. Red algae species
include Irish moss, twig weed, and different crustose species. A coral-like red algae, sometimes
called “live rock”, grows on rocky bottoms, where it plays an important role in sheltering marine
animals from predators. There are brown algae like rockweed, knotted wrack, sea colander, hollowstemmed kelp, and smooth cord weed. Green species include sea lettuce and hollow green weed.
The most important of the flowering sea-grasses of Bonne Bay is eelgrass, shelter for many
smaller marine species in the bay, including pipefish and the larvae of the Atlantic cod. Most eelgrass
is found in shallow areas like Lomond, Deer Arm, Neddies Harbour, and Sandy Head. Saltmarsh
plants, which grow in muddy intertidal zones, include smooth cordgrass found in the Deer Brook and
Lomond deltas. “Weeds” such as the invasive Membranipora, are now flourishing in the warmer
water. This organism is a temperate species of marine bryozoans now proliferating in the Bay,
smothering native kelp beds.66
3.3 Fish
Most commonly seen or fished are anadromous species that are born in freshwater, migrate to
the sea to feed and grow and then return to freshwater to spawn. These include Atlantic salmon,
brook trout, rainbow smelt, three-spine stickleback, tomcod and alewife. Two species that are
born in the ocean and migrate to freshwater before spawning in the ocean (catadromous) are the
nine-spine stickleback and the threatened American eel. Shoreline species are those that live in
rocky intertidal zones (rock gunnel and Atlantic snailfish), those in the barachois (the blackspotted
and four-spine sticklebacks) and those in eelgrass beds (the northern pipefish).
Subtidal (demersal) species that live in bottom waters below the influence of tides are the
thorny skate and the endangered winter skate, the radiated, Arctic and daubed shannys (also
66 Hooper in Manuel and Herring p 39
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called pricklebacks), alligator fish, sea raven, longhorn and shorthorn sculpins, grubby (“little
sculpin”), winter and windowpane flounders, and the Greenland and the endangered Atlantic
cod.67 South Arm is a spawning ground for cod, young members of which may drift across the sill to
East Arm.68 Indeed, if the whole nearshore of the Bay is a nursery for juvenile cod, that might be
considered another reason for enhanced protection here.69
In Bonne Bay, the cunner (or conner) and the at-risk Acadian redfish move throughout the
water column and are known as pelagic. In his 1975 report, Hooper stated that the cunner was the
most abundant fish in summer months in Bonne Bay, swarming around piers and wharves: children
used to catch them in a kind of “entertaining sport fishery”. In Bonne Bay the cunner has interesting
spawning habits, involving both dual and group “nuptial” behaviour, the latter apparently taking
place particularly between 6 and 7 pm.70 The Acadian redfish population of the East Arm is a very
special one, which is distinguished separately by DFO in its at-risk registry.71 It is genetically distinct
from the much larger Gulf stock.72 Hooper recalled seeing “tens of thousands” of these long-lived
(up to 75 years) redfish during his many explorations, but by 2001 saw only one in the same area.73
Though fishing for redfish is prohibited in Bonne Bay, in the adjacent Gulf of St. Lawrence where
they were once heavily over-fished, they have undergone a massive recovery in the past few years.74
Several species move around the Gulf of St. Lawrence and spawn in Bonne Bay. Capelin are
key prey species for salmon, cod, whales, seals and seabirds: without them the marine ecosystem
would be very different. Capelin migrate into the Bay to spawn on cobble beaches along the outer
67 Cod in Bonne Bay is regarded as part of the Northern Gulf population
68 Le Bris and Wroblewski
69 Bruce J, Schneider DC, and Wroblewski, J 2010.
70 Pottle RA, Green JM and Martel G 1981. p.1582-85
71 Acadian Redfish (Sebastes fasciatus), Bonne Bay population - Species search - Species at risk registry (canada.ca)
72 Le Bris and Wroblewski
73 VOBB (2001).
74 The-inexplicable-rise-of-redfish-in-Canadas-Gulf-of-St.-Lawrence-Oceana.pdf (ffaw.ca)
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basin and South Arm, though exactly where and when varies somewhat from year to year. Not long
ago the at-risk Atlantic wolffish (also locally called catfish) was served in local restaurants, but the
stock has declined in recent years. Fishing for the threatened spotted wolffish is now prohibited and
any caught accidentally must be returned to the water unharmed. Other visitors are the American
sand lance, lumpfish, Laval’s eelpout and the ugly ocean pout. There are also Gulf species that
spawn offshore but use the Bay as a “nursery”. These include the yellowtail flounder, and the silver
hake. The white hake of the northern Gulf is listed as threatened, while those in the southern Gulf as
regarded as endangered.
Several important migratory species come to feed in Bonne Bay. Chief among these are
Atlantic herring and Atlantic mackerel. Fishers interviewed in 2011 reported no herring caught
north of Bonne Bay75, despite spawning in East Arm in spring and fall.76 The at-risk spiny dogfish is
a small shark commonly caught in gillnets and trawls as bycatch. Haddock and pollock are
occasionally seen in the outer part of Bonne Bay.
Finally, there are the oceanic species that occasionally visit the Bay, to the great excitement of
tourists and residents alike. At the top of the list are whales, sharks and tuna. Humpback, minke, and
the at-risk fin whales are commonly seen in Bonne Bay, though, as noted earlier, they were rare
when Hooper was surveying Bonne Bay. Fin and humpbacks are mainly spotted in deeper waters of
South Arm and the outer basin, while smaller minke may also be present in the East Arm from June
to October. Several species of sharks visit Bonne Bay, including the endangered Porbeagle sharks,
and the less frequently seen blue, basking, and great-white sharks. The endangered Atlantic
bluefin tuna was once caught in Bonne Bay to feed foxes, and later in the 1950s for sport. Whitesided dolphins are often seen in autumn. Less commonly spotted are Atlantic sturgeon, swordfish,
75 Paterson, B., Neis, B., and Stephenson, R.L. 2017. 257-269.
76 Noted both in the early 20th century (Berger 2011 p 54) and in the 2011 survey by Paterson et al.
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ocean sunfish and the sub-tropical North Atlantic saury. At-risk Harbour porpoises, which are
sighted occasionally in East Arm, face frequent threats from entanglement in fishing gear.
Harp seals are present in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and in late summer, grey, hooded and
harbour seals can also be seen from time to time in Bonne Bay. Occasionally seen is the endangered
Loggerhead turtle, which has a declining population in the northwest Atlantic region, and there are
reports of the endangered Leatherback sea turtles in Bonne Bay appearing during jelly blooms in
the summer.
3.4 Invertebrates
The intertidal zone of Bonne Bay has a highly diverse group of invertebrates (species without
backbones), including jellyfish, sea urchins, sand dollars, sea stars, sea cucumbers, and the soft
strawberry coral (sea strawberry). These are all commonly found in Bonne Bay77, as are molluscs
with two joined shells, such as mussels, clams and scallops. Clams are commonly associated with
marine sediments enriched in organic components coming, for example, from stream or sewage
discharge or from phytoplankton blooms, which are seen in early spring and late summer 78.
Crustaceans like shrimp, lobsters and snow crabs79 are commercially important to the fishing sector.
Lobsters live in sub-tidal waters throughout Bonne Bay and support an inshore fishery. In East Arm
they rarely occur below 25m depths.
An important marine resource in Bonne Bay from the late 1990s to today is the snow crab. It is
well known that the decline in the cod population in the 1980s led to an increase in crab and shrimp,
formerly their prey. In the early 1970s, Hooper found only a few snow crabs and only in deep waters
of the outer Bay, which led him to conclude that “there is little likelihood of the numbers in Bonne
77 Colpron,E, Edinger E and Neis B. (2009).
78 Batstone, RT (2012)..
Laurach J.R., Batstone, R.T. & Dufour, S.C. (2015)
Zanzerl, H. and Dufour, S.C. (2017).
79 Other crab species in the bay include toad crab, Atlantic rock crab and the highly invasive European green crab.
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Bay being commercially significant” (1975 p176, vol 1). However, a decade later, in 1982 and 1983,
he found “large numbers” in the outer part of the Bay, though none in South or East Arm.80
A detailed study carried out between 1988 and 1993 found snow crabs throughout the outer
basin extending as far as the moraine or sill beyond the bay mouth, which seemed to prevent them
from migrating farther westward.81 There was then no concentration of crabs in the Gulf waters
beyond that. Another study between 1999 and 2001 indicates that the sill at the Tickle also appears
to form a barrier to snow crab and shrimp, the former more common in South Arm and the latter in
East Arm.82 In 2009 local fishermen agreed to a voluntary ban in Bonne Bay to allow the crab stock
to recover: fishing resumed in 2011. This was a fine example of local stewardship by local harvesters.
In his 1975 report, Hooper noted that hermit crabs were very common in the Bay. He found
shrimp in the deeper waters of East Arm and outer Bonne Bay, though not then in commercially
important numbers. But when the cod population collapsed, leading to the 1992 moratorium, the
population of crab and shrimp in the Bay increased substantially.
3.5 A Recent Survey
Between 2002 and 2011, Le Bris and Wroblewski (2018) collected fish from various habitats
in East Arm (FIGURE 10), in part to determine the extent to which the sill at the Tickle restricted
movement in and out of the Arm.
80 Hooper, R.G. 1986
81 Comeau et al 1998
82 Quijon P.A. and Snelgrove P.V.R. (2005)
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FIGURE 10. Locations sampled by Le Bris and Wroblewski
They found that the inner part of Deer Arm was richest in species diversity, and that
seventeen of the 29 species they collected were found within the intertidal zone. The differences in
occurrence were related in part to bottom topography and substrate, to the presence or absence of
aquatic plants, especially eel grass, and to local salinity, for example in deltas and barachois. Other
at-risk species they found in East Arm are the winter skate, the thorny skate and the Atlantic cod.
3.5 The Catch – Fishing in Bonne Bay
Bonne Bay supports a small-boat fishery for American lobster and snow crab, and
recreational fishing for cod, mackerel, herring, and sea-run brook trout. The size of the stock of these
and other commercially-fished species is a perennial question, for there are seasons when they
flourish in the Gulf and in the Bay, and seasons when they do not. Water temperatures, food
availability and commercial fishing are major controlling factors. Tracking and assessing the species
that move in and out of the Bay such as cod, herring, mackerel, and capelin is tremendously
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challenging, less so for less-mobile species such as snow crabs and lobster.83 Indeed, this spring
(2022) DFO announced a ban on commercial fishing for herring and mackerel in the Gulf: later cod
fishing was prohibited. By 2019 the mackerel stock was down 86 percent from pre-2000 levels, in
part because of a huge drop in the zooplankton that young mackerel feed on.84 Although DFO keeps
statistics on fish catch for various parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, there is little available for Bonne
Bay itself. TABLE 2 shows annual catches (kg) for some commercial species caught within NAFO
areas 4Rb and 4Rc and landed in Woody Point, Norris Point, Neddies Harbour and Rocky Harbour.
Data for lobster catch is not available due to privacy concerns.

83 Oceana Fishery Audit 2021
84 Atlantic mackerel stocks down 86% over past 20 years, says new DFO report | CBC News
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TABLE 2: Annual catches (weight in kilograms) of commercial species landed annually in
Bonne Bay
YEAR
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Atlantic cod
125,519
152,748
134,928
x
115,263
x
x
101,452
x
52,712
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Atlantic
herring
1,210,495
1,873,893
x
x
x
2,001,774
2,869,321
x
x
4,058,867
3,600,706
1,555,973
4,532,706
4,251,101
5,819,649
5,645,759
5,058,642
2,736,068
979,916
2,675,143
x
x

Mackerel

Capelin

992,176
1,575,064
x
x
x
3,151,553
3,402,952
5,258,882
2,769,591
3,771,243
2,883,983
3,194,208
1,843,109
3,292,138
1,592,689
nil
x
nil
x
x
nil
x

x
nil
x
x
x
x
x
x
nil
nil
nil
x
539,069
nil
nil
x
x
613,531
x
x
x
1,174,428

Snow/Queen
crab
180,149
144,143
131,902
158,750
138,103
156,769
124,824
91,390
x
nil
nil
x
74,298
101,730
116,009
103,485
105,197
92,869
53,768
34,227
x
x

TABLE 2: Annual catches (weight in kilograms) of commercial species landed annually
in Bonne Bay from NAFO 4Rb and 4Rc. X indicates data “suppressed” by DFO to
protect “stakeholder privacy”. Years for which there was no catch landed marked “nil”.
Source: DFO Catch and Effort System database, St. John’s NL (accessed June 22, 2022)
Fishing for cod has, of course, been tightly controlled ever since the 1992 moratorium, being
restricted in recent years to short periods of “family” or “recreational” catch: in June 2022 DFO
closed the commercial cod fishery in the Gulf. Recent research by DFO suggests that natural factors
(such as warming waters and a drop in capelin prey) have been the main cause of the drop in cod
stock off eastern Newfoundland, but other researchers continue to argue that over-fishing has been
the main culprit.85 In his early dives in Bonne Bay, Hooper had been sometimes “attacked” by giant
codfish, but by 2001 they were gone, replaced by smaller cod.86
85 Rose, G. and Walters C. 2019.
86 VOBB (2001). Interview with Dr R. Hooper
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About the commercial fishery for mackerel and herring, Hooper remarked “the seiners catch
such large quantities that they virtually eliminate this fish from Bonne Bay when they work in here. If
the seine boats were limited to working out in the Gulf their catches probably would not be adversely
affected; while the inshore ecology and inshore fishery would be stabilized”.87 It was the herring
fishery that brought the early settlers to Bonne Bay in the 1860s. Though flourishing some years and
others not, a commercial fishery for herring still exists. From time to time in spring and fall, purse
seiners from other ports in Atlantic Canada fish the Bay for herring, a perennial source of concern to
local fishers and residents: complaints about the use of seiners in Bonne Bay for herring were aired as
early as 1868.88
Mackerel, which spawn in the southern Gulf, have long been fished on a small scale in Bonne
Bay, but like other mobile species have dwindled in recent decades both in number and size. In 2011
they were declared by DFO to be in a precarious state, and in 2021 were assessed at only about 8% of
their stock in the 1980s.89 There are now severe limits on the recreational fishery, whereas in years
gone by there were no limits at all.
The lobster fishery has a long history in Bonne Bay, and once was the basis for a cottage
canning industry in the late 1800s. After the collapse of the groundfish stock, lobster again became
significant, but the number of fishers involved declined in the early 2000s.90
As a keystone prey (forage) species, the short-lived capelin is fundamental to the marine
ecosystem. As Hooper wrote, “It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of the caplin to the
marine ecology of the entire Newfoundland area. If the developing caplin fishery becomes as over
exploited as all the other fisheries, there will be a total collapse of the entire offshore fishery for
87 Hooper (1975) vol 1, p. 221
88 For an account of the many past fights over foreign vessels and the introduction of seines see Berger (2014, p54-5 and 124-127),
89 Holy Mackerel, Where’d You Go? | Hakai Magazine
90 Rogers, K. (2010).
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everything.”91 Commercial fishing for fishmeal and other uses is restricted, but they are still scooped
up by purse seiners from time to time. There have been many studies and current research on capelin
stocks of eastern Newfoundland waters, but few on Gulf capelin, and as residents of the Bay well
know there are huge variations in the timing and volume of capelin rolling along the beaches:
variations in water temperature and other environmental conditions are controlling factors.
4.0 Direct Human Pressures on Bonne Bay
4.1 On the Water and Beaches
At the time of Hooper’s study in the early 1970s there were two serious pollution issues; fish
plant waste and sewage waste, with domestic effluent discharge being evident in the high tide mark.
The advent of residential waste disposal systems and the use of septic tanks have made big
improvements, but sewage still makes its way into the Bay in places, some feeding blue mussel beds.
Waste from local fish processing facilities was also a major concern, sometimes being dumped in the
outer basin of the Bay. Now that there are appropriate federal and provincial regulations, permits are
required for ocean disposal or storage in land-based waste disposal sites. Of course, illegal dumping
and accidental spills still occur occasionally.92 Not surprisingly, the provincial Geoscience Atlas
identifies the communities around the Bay as vulnerable to petroleum contamination from land-based
sources (FIGURE 11).
91 Hooper, R. (1975) p227
92 In August, 1999, an oil spill occurred in the East Arm of Bonne Bay, near the mouth of Rocky Barachois brook, when a fuel truck carrying 38,000 litres of diesel oil left the
road and discharged its contents into the bay. A rock berm was built to contain the leak, which not surprisingly was toxic to several species of tiny marine invertebrates. (Kelly,
2001).
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FIGURE 11. Places “vulnerable” to petroleum contamination around Bonne Bay. Newfoundland and
Labrador Geoscience Atlas (gov.nl.ca)
The release of wastes into the ocean generally results in elevated nutrient concentrations,
causing an imbalance that results in eutrophication. This is the process in which water becomes
overly enriched with nutrients, leading to a plentiful growth (or bloom) of simple plant life, such as
algae and plankton. Eutrophication is a serious concern, for it can result in poor water quality and the
depletion of dissolved oxygen, leading to “dead zones” incapable of supporting life. Bottom
sediments can trap and “preserve” contaminants, which can be released when construction, dredging,
storms or ice disturb and harm marine habitats, though there are apparently no such examples in
Bonne Bay.
Hooper pointed to the danger of contamination of the Bay by boats dumping waste oil and
bilgewater. It is fortunate that nowadays there is less boat and other traffic on East Arm because the
slow water turnover there makes it especially sensitive to contaminants. This would not have been the
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case when, before around 1940, Lomond was an active logging and shipping center.93 To what extent
this remains a general issue today has yet to be determined.
For some residents and visitors, marine traffic (cruise ships, coast-guard vessels, trawlers and
even some pleasure boats) can be annoying in view, for example, of the potential for pollution, harm
to sea animals, and impacts on shore facilities. The “noise pollution” from marine craft, which may
bother some people, but certainly can disrupt eating, breeding and communication habits of tiny
invertebrates and even some bigger animals. Jet skis and other pleasure crafts have proliferated in the
area during the past ten years, but whether or not they present a particular threat to marine life is not
known
The advent of Gros Morne National Park with its World Heritage designation, together with
improved federal and provincial policies, have helped to enhance public awareness of the need to
care for land and seascapes. Local tourist operators are generally well informed about the sensitive
nature of the Bay and are careful not to come too close to its wildlife. The sensitive intertidal zone is
particularly susceptible, for while exploring tide pools, people can trample over sensitive habitats and
collect live organisms, as at Lobster Cove Head - a matter of some concern in Hooper’s 1975 report.
In the past, when Bonne Bay was bustling with logging settlements (Lomond94, Mill Brook),
there was no control over garbage and waste disposal, the sea was regarded as a safe place to dump
all kinds of waste. This would have been the case along the west side of South Arm, in Rocky
Harbour and around Norris Point, where people have been living for more than 150 years. Before
Confederation, used household goods, lumber, boat engines, and even car and truck wrecks were
commonly dumped along the beaches, for there was a general feeling that what was not useful or
93 See Berger 2014; Candow 1998
94 Hooper (v1 p261) pointed out in 1975 that the Lomond River estuary was still polluted from the very slow decay of sunken logs and bark from earlier logging operations.
The same might well apply to waters near other early logging settlements in East Arm, such as Mill Brook and Stanleyville.
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wanted the inexhaustible sea would eventually swallow. Even in the early 1970s, Hooper’s opinion
was that “much of the Bay resembles a gigantic garbage dump.”95
The problem persists, though waste material along the beaches is now generally more
pervasive, smaller in size, and more harmful to marine life, which can consume or become entangled
in garbage. Plastics now dominate – part of a serious global problem - for example, from abandoned
fishing nets, food and drink containers, and lobster trap identification tags. Recently, local groups
have organized volunteer beach clean-ups (FIGURE 12), particularly in Wild Cove, which often traps
materials drifting or blown in from the Gulf. In 2021, one campaign by AHOI collected a wide range
of waste items (FIGURE 13) from Bonne Bay beaches. In fact, much earlier (Sept. 2007), local
resident Gayle Tapper organized clean-ups of beaches in Bonne Bay as part of the Ocean Net Day
sponsored by the environmental organizion Ocean Net. 96

FIGURE 12. Advertising a planned shoreline cleanup that never took place, thanks to bad weather
and the Covid pandemic. However, many other beach cleanups hosted by AHOI did run smoothly.
Source: Friends of Bonne Bay (2020).
95 Hooper v 1 p265
96 www.oceannet.ca
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FIGURE 13. Number of waste items collected from Bonne Bay beaches in 2021 by a volunteer
team organized by AHOI (see Cleaning Our Coasts with #AHOIWasteBusters, Gros Morne National
Park and our Communities , and J. Fracasi, 2022. Assessing the Waste Management System in the
Gros Morne Region (4108a4_628dce24df994a849a0c92a15ac9b111.pdf (ahoi.ca).

4.2 Along the Shore – Construction and Development
Facilities along the shores of Bonne Bay, existing, under construction or planned are all likely
to have some effects on adjacent waters and organisms, depending on the scale of development and
the local environmental sensitivity. Among potential impacts from place to place are disruption of the
natural ecosystems, destruction of eelgrass beds, degradation of intertidal habitats, the introduction of
pollutants, increased or decreased erosion, and advances or retreats of the shoreline itself. Dredging
and dumping of soils, gravels and other spoils can increase suspended materials and contaminants in
waters, affecting benthic communities, including kelp beds and macrophytes. Nearshore currents can
also be altered, especially by breakwaters and piers, sea walls and causeways. Environment Canada
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currently monitors and regulates ocean dumping and assessment of dredging material before
dumping.
Over the years, there have been many physical anthropogenic changes along the shores of
Bonne Bay. Since the mid-19th century, people have built, and sometimes dismantled, wharves and
piers, breakwaters, seawalls and cribbings, dumped ship’s ballast that came from elsewhere, and
extended their shore properties with rocks and gravels, mostly from local sources.97 Indeed, the shore
from Curzon Village to Glenburnie is littered with the remains from the stages and stores from earlier
years when the fishery was booming. Recent activities include the dumping of gravel and waste to
extend shorelines in Crawley’s Cove, Winter House Brook, Shoal Brook and Glenburnie, the
construction of the boat marina in Neddies Harbour and of long breakwaters by the fish plant at
Rocky Harbour. See the complete map set located in APPENDIX 5. Indeed, seen over 150 or more
years of occupation, much of the shore from Woody Point to Glenburnie is a human artifact, a coastal
cultural landscape. There are, for example, many earlier structures that no longer exist, especially
around the former logging and shipping village of Lomond. Visitors to this part of East Arm now see
very little sign of human disturbance along the shore.

97 The post-glacial terraces near the shore continue to provide gravel and sand for new or expanding shore constructions, especially along the western side of South Arm.
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FIGURE 14 shows developments along the GBS shore constructed over many years. The

FIGURE 14. Shows the developments along the GBS shoreline. The yellow circled areas indicate
where dredging, shoreline extensions, wharves and stages have been constructed..
pace of shoreline change from new developments may be gauged from APPENDIX 1, which lists
applications approved for development permits along the GBS shoreline by the GBS Town Council
from 2007 to 2018.
The construction of roads along the shores of Bonne Bay has also disturbed coastal habitats. In
the 1960s, building Highway 430 around the north shore of East Arm resulted in many local coastal
changes, from rockslides and slumps, sediment influxes, rock fill, and the burial of old shorelines.
Habitats were reduced in places, and enhanced in others: by the early 1980s, a decrease in clam
populations and an increase in lobster habitat was noted in places.98 In the past decade there have
been many changes along Highway 431 adjacent to the Bay from Dicks Brook to Deer Arm,
98 Hooper and Stoodley 1982
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straightening curves and armouring the shore (see FIGURE 14). This has led to local changes in
adjacent habitats, as, for example, when a small saltmarsh at the head of Deer Arm was destroyed and
productive clam beds buried by the construction of a new causeway, without a culvert adequate for
tide water exchange.

5.0 Indirect Pressures – Natural and Human
5.1 Coastal hazards
5.1.1 Many Physical Changes
Sea level rise, storm surges, flooding, erosion, and landslides are hazards faced by many coastal
communities. Coastal erosion involves not only long-term processes like sea-level change, but also
shorter-term events such as storm surges and landslides. Many factors are involved: the slope of the
shore, wave action, movement of sea-ice, groundwater and surface water, and especially the coastal
geology. Increased evaporation from warmer sea surfaces will result in more moisture available, so
that storms will continue to be more severe as they travel across the ocean. Rising storm intensity and
frequency will lead to increased wave impact, which in turn will result in increased erosion rates and
flooding. Storm surges are expected to be more powerful in the near future, with high winds and
strong waves undercutting steep rock faces along exposed shores. The impacts of rising sea levels are
discussed below.
5.1.2 Coastal Erosion
The NL Geological Survey has developed a Coastal Erosion Index that reflects short-term
sensitivity to coastal erosion and a Coastal Sensitivity Index that assesses longer-term sensitivity,
including to sea-level rise.99 These are based on coastal monitoring sites in Newfoundland, including
99 Coastal Change in Newfoundland and Labrador (arcgis.com)
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three in Bonne Bay. Neddies Harbour and Salmon Point in Rocky Harbour have been surveyed in
2014 only, so that erosion rates are not available. The site at Sandy Cove Head in Norris Point,
however, was surveyed most years from 2013 to 2017: the 20m cliff here is retreating about 12cm per
year (FIGURE 15).

FIGURE 15. Sandy Cove Head, Norris Point, the only coastal site in Bonne Bay for which the recent
rate of erosion has been measured.
This may seem slow, but over a decade this would lead to a retreat of over a metre. Most of the
terraces elsewhere in Bonne Bay are relatively protected from storm waves from the Gulf.
5.1.3 Landslides
Landslides and snow avalanches along steep coastal slopes are seen from time to time around
Bonne Bay, occasionally resulting in prominent changes to local shorelines.100 Where coastal terraces
descend steeply, they commonly collapse in places after heavy rainfalls with debris and sediments
reaching the water below. In places, these collapses extend the shoreline a few metres, potentially
damaging local marine life and habitats.101 From time to time, a severe rainfall event will trigger the
failure of unstable slopes, as in the mid-January event of 2018, when during a rain-fed thaw, many
100 Berger 2017. Berger (2014 p21-22) recounts the deadly avalanche of 1876 that carried snow, buildings and people onto the ice in Curzon Village.
101 See Manuel and Herring p26 for a discussion of landslide potentials around GBS.
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landslides occurred on snow laden coastal slopes especially on the east side of South Arm (FIGURES
16, 17 18).

FIGURE 16. Gadds Harbour landslide of Jan 2018.

FIGURE 17. Small landslide at Deep Water Cove, South Arm, sweeping sediments, rocks and trees
into Deepwater Cove. January 2018
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FIGURE 18. Landslide at Dean’s Head, South Arm (2018)
This was the first such widespread a slope failure event noted in decades, but others are likely
to become more frequent as the climate changes. Warmer temperatures are likely to lead to more
precipitation, increased thaw activities, less stable snowpack, and higher erosion rates, which can
trigger slope failures, with rocks and sediment settling onto the shorelines (FIGURE 19).
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FIGURE 19. A recent rock fall to the beach at Tucker’s Head, East Arm, seen in August 1989 (left
side) and two years later (right)
5.1.4 Stream Transport
Rain and melting snow drain through many brooks and streams (FIGURE 20), bringing fresh
sediments and, sometimes, debris into the Bay. It is worthwhile noting that bottom sediments in the
outer part of the Bay of Islands (south of Gros Morne National Park) are quite high in nickel and
chromium, derived by erosion and stream and wind transport from the Blow-me-Down hills which
are rich in these metals.102 A similar situation might exist in South Arm of Bonne Bay where several
streams drain from the Tablelands, composed of similar rocks.
102 White, L. and Johns, F., 1987, p.74
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FIGURE 20. Many rivers, brooks, and streams flow into Bonne Bay, often bringing fresh sediments
and, sometimes, debris into the Bay

FIGURE 21. Winter House Brook after recent heavy rain. Most vegetation will drift away, but
finer-grained material (mud, silt) can be carried many metres in suspension before settling to the
bottom.
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FIGURE 22. Sediment plumes off Woody Point after heavy rains.
5.2 Climate Change
Long-term variations in weather and climate due to both natural processes and human actions
are now widely recognized as an issue of great concern. Local residents have noticed many changes
in weather patterns (rain, fog, wind, sea ice, etc.) over the years.103 Repeated forecasts indicate that
this region will get warmer and wetter, with higher sea levels, increased storm frequency and
intensity, warmer ocean temperatures, and less sea ice.104 The only part of Bonne Bay with a detailed
103 Manuel and Herring vol 1, p.115-127
104 For annual reports on the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence see Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program (AZMP) (dfo-mpo.gc.ca)
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study of climate change and its likely effects was produced for Glenburnie-Birchy Head-Shoal Brook
(GBS) over a decade ago, as part of a larger project by the Canadian Institute of Planners, Natural
Resources Canada and the Atlantic Planners Institute.105
Global sea-surface temperatures have been consistently higher in recent times and will
continue to rise. From 1915 to 2017, temperatures at depths of 200 m in the Gulf increased by 0.25°C
per decade, and at depths of 300 m by 0.23°C per decade.106 However, as noted earlier, temperatures
at the surface of parts of Bonne Bay have increased far more, up to 5-6°C in recent years.107
Warming waters are already leading to changes in marine ecosystems, including reduction in or even
disappearance of colder-water species.108 For example, arctic char are now absent from coastal
waters of Western Newfoundland because of the warmer waters, which will also lead to an increasing
abundance of temperate-water species. These include cunner, grubby, and longhorn sculpin and
others that migrate to Bonne Bay waters, like the leatherback turtle, loggerhead turtle, ocean sunfish,
Atlantic bluefin tuna, and swordfish. Higher water temperatures are also expected to lead to more
invasive species, such as the Lacy crust, and to increased bioerosion rates by burrowing clams that
colonize soft mudstone and soluble limestone.109
Sea ice cover along the east coast of Canada shows a decline rate of 7.5% per decade, with the
Gulf of St. Lawrence particularly experiencing an 8.3% decline rate per decade.110 These changes will
affect species like seals that use sea ice for feeding and breeding. With less ice cover the Bay is also
expected to experience higher waves during winter storms.111
105 Manuel and Herring 2010
106 Bush and Lemmen 2019
107 Manuel and Herring p39
108 Wroblewski 2013
109 Manuel and Herring 2010 p122
110 Bush, E. and D.S. Lemmen., editors (2019) 444 p.
111 Bush, E. and D.S. Lemmen, editors (2019) 437 p
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Another result of ocean warming is acidification, as more atmospheric CO2 is absorbed by the
sea. This makes it harder for calcareous organisms, like molluscs, to form external bodies and shells.
In Bonne Bay, increased acidity could slow the growth rates of “live rock”, the coralline red algae
that provides small fish shelter from predators.112
As is well known, sea levels are rising throughout the globe. This the result of melting of polar
ice sheets and the thermal expansion of the oceans as climate warms.113 All current climate models
indicate that sea levels around Newfoundland will continue to rise as oceans warm and Greenland ice
melts. According to the most recent studies, as FIGURE 23 shows, the expected rise around Bonne
Bay in the period 2006 to 2100 is a little over 0.5m.114 This would affect the ecology of intertidal
zones and shallow estuaries, particularly at Deer Arm, Lomond and Glenburnie. Full tides, half a
metre higher than now, will also cause problems for low-lying structures at Glenburnie, Shoal Brook,
Winter House Brook, and elsewhere around the Bay.

112 Wroblewski 2013
113 Bush, E. and D.S. Lemmen, Eds. (2019). 444p
114 Manuel and Herring (v 1 p50) reported a prediction of an 80cm rise over 100 years: current models are presumably more accurate
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FIGURE 23. Projected sea-level rise around Bonne Bay by 2100 relative to 2006 levels. Personal
communication from G. Manson (2/8/2020) based on James, et. al (2020).
Broad tidal flats now exposed at low tide, as such as those at Rocky Harbour’s southern
entrance and northern side), and on the north side of the mouth of Winter House Brook, may lose
their ability to dampen strong waves, leading to increased erosion of the steeper slopes behind them.
Low tides at the entrance to Rocky Harbour may then provide less protection from wave action. A
photograph of Winter House Brook taken nearly 50 years ago shows the extent of the exposure at low
tide. (FIGURE 24. The extent to which intertidal flats, salt marshes, and estuaries will be able to
adjust to higher tides is not known.
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FIGURE 24. Low tide at Winter House Brook, June 1974. (Photo by IA Brookes)
5.3 Invasive Species
Climate change is responsible at least in part for a number of new and invasive marine species
that have moved into Bonne Bay in recent years, posing a significant threat to the marine ecosystem.
Like many invasive species elsewhere, their presence is regarded as mainly due to unintentional or
accidental human activities. Some are known to have been ship-borne on hulls, propellers or in bilge
water, and they can also be carried on fishing gear and shellfish. However, as climate changes and
ocean waters warm, there will be more opportunities for marine species to travel to places formerly
unfrequented. The result may be rapid colonization of new areas and destabilization of the native
species populations.115 Three invasive marine species already pose a significant threat to the marine
ecology of Bonne Bay.
115 Benoît, H. P., Gagné, J. A., Savenkoff, C., Ouellet, P., and Bourassa M.-N. (eds.). 2012.
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Lacy Crust / Coffin Box (Membranipora membranacea)116
Lacy Crust, also called Coffin Box, is a tiny, invasive, soft-bodied organism, a bryozoan which
commonly has a shape like an egg or a moss. Like other bryozoans, they are aggressive filter feeders
that create colonies of thousands of individual organisms, and may grow up to 10 cm long on native
kelp, rockweed, and boat hulls. Native to North America's Pacific Ocean, the white-coloured coffin
box was first brought to Newfoundland in 2002, spreading quickly around the island. The largest
population found in a 2008 survey was in the Bay of Islands and Bonne Bay, north of which the
populations decreased. The coffin box is a significant danger to kelp, a keystone organism whose
depletion can harm an entire marine ecosystem.117 It can spread and completely cover kelp beds,
preventing them from receiving light and nutrients, which affects their capacity to photosynthesize
and reproduce. In 2001, Hooper noted the “devastation” of the great kelp beds in Bonne Bay by this
invader, which had migrated from Nova Scotia.118
The European Green Crab (Carcinus maenas)119
The European green crab is a highly aggressive invasive animal. It was once found only in
Europe and Northern Africa but now occurs on five continents120, colonizing various marine and
estuarine environments. It feeds on commercially important shellfish and other crustaceans. It also
consumes tiny juvenile fish and destroys eelgrass beds. In 1994, the first European Green Crab was
discovered in the Gulf of St. Lawrence moving into Newfoundland waters in 2007, and was first
spotted live in the intertidal zone of Bonne Bay in 2012.
116 https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/profiles-profils/coffinboxbryozoan-membranipore-eng.html
117 Chapman, A. S., R. E. Scheibling, and A. R. O. Chapman. (2002). Pages 133–148 in R.Claudi, P. Nantel, and E. Muckle-Jeffs, eds.
118 VOBB (2021). Interview with Dr. Robert Hooper.
119 DFO (Fisheries and Oceans Canada). (2021a).
120 Klassen, G. and A. Locke. (2007). 75pp
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The Golden Star Tunicate (Botryllus schlosseri)121
Golden Star tunicates are an invasive colonial species native to the Mediterranean Sea but now
found worldwide. Composed mainly of water, it feeds on phytoplankton, bacteria, and other tiny
organic organisms, and in large colonies competes for food with other filter feeders such as mussels
and scallops. It can grow rapidly up to 10 centimetres in diameter, on rocks, eelgrass, kelp, and
bivalve shells, as well as on artificial surfaces. Their rapid spread can engulf nearby plants and
animals, denying them sunshine and nourishment as well as suffocating smaller species. The Golden
Star Tunicate is a nuisance to shellfish harvesters, aquaculture producers, and bottom-dwelling
aquatic animals. In Newfoundland, it was first reported in 1975 in Bonne Bay, but has since spread
along the south coast.
6.0 A Summary and Look Ahead
Apart from its beautiful and world-famous landscape, and the fact that Bonne Bay is
surrounded by the World Heritage Site that is Gros Morne National Park, what else distinguishes it
from other fjords and long bays along the West Coast of Newfoundland? As Hooper pointed out
years ago, Bonne Bay combines – or used to – marine features of temperate and subarctic waters, and
most of the seabirds, shorebirds and waterfowl of Atlantic Canada can be seen here. It is well-known
for spotting whales, porpoises and other large marine animals. It has a rich and well-inventoried
population of marine plants and shellfish. East Arm houses a genetically unique and at-risk
population of Acadian redfish. And the Bay supports a commercial fishery for lobster, herring,
mackerel and capelin, as well as a vibrant recreational fishery.
As the region became a National Park, it is not easy to find evidence of the former busy logging
and sawmill operations in the village of Lomond – now a peaceful National Park campground – is
121 https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/profiles-profils/goldenstartunicate-botrylleetoile-eng.html
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certainly not obvious. Likewise, around Rocky Harbour, Neddies Harbour, Norris Cove, and the
western side of South Arm are “cultural” shores that have undergone many fluctuations in
development over the past 150 years, with stages, wharves and piers built, used, and many then
abandoned. Nowadays, little or no evidence can be seen of past ship-building activities around
Stanleyville, or along South Arm.
Of great significance is the enormous amount of scientific data and knowledge that has
accumulated over the years since the Hooper report and the establishment of the Bonne Bay
Aquarium and Research Station. Indeed, the Bay might be regarded as a kind of “sentinel” fjord on
the east cost of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, one which could provide a well-documented “base-line”
against which to track the response of marine species and ecosystems to warming waters and other
ocean changes. The sentinel cod program pioneered by the fisheries union (FFAW-UNIFOR)
provides one useful model.122 In this connection, one of the major transects of DFO’s Atlantic Zone
Monitoring Program across the northern Gulf ends near and is named after Bonne Bay.
6.1 What of the Risks and Hazards?
In considering risks and hazards facing Bonne Bay, a useful start might be to review the global
situation of threats to marine ecology. The diagram below (FIGURE 25) shows the percentage of all
vulnerable, endangered or critically endangered marine species threatened by different human
122 McCurdy, E. 2021.
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impacts, including climate change (references can be found in Martin et al., 2021). Boxes show
selected individual pressures. The circle in the middle represents the marine ecosystem.
How does Bonne Bay fit into this scheme? Several species may be in danger of disappearing
from Bonne Bay and nearby Gulf waters: fin whale, harbour porpoise, the Laurentian North
populations of Atlantic cod, two species of wolffish, two species of turtles, and the Acadian redfish

of East Arm. There are other species, too, classed as “at risk” (see TABLE 1). On the other
FIGURE 25: Percentage of all vulnerable, endangered or critically endangered marine species
threatened by different human impacts, including climate change (Martin et al., 2021)
side are invasive species, of which three already threaten local species in Bonne Bay: lacy crust,
green crab and the golden star tunicate, and others may well appear as the seas warm.
Climatic changes in water temperatures, salinity, chemistry, storminess, and sea ice cover, may
harm existing species and bring in new ones, with obvious risks to the existing marine ecology of the
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Bay. Impacts can also come from changes in stream and river (freshwater) inflow, with
accompanying sediment plumes, and from the collapse of steep shoreline cliffs.
Habitats around the Bay, including estuaries, saltmarshes, and intertidal zones may be altered,
too. Increasing coastal development and marine traffic are likely to add stress to the marine
ecosystems of the Bay. The Atlantic region is expected to experience the largest local rise in sea
levels in Canada, and with declining sea ice, there will be effects on coastal communities and
ecosystems because of increased risk of flooding, erosion and increased storminess and
precipitation.123 And, of course, there is always the threat of over-fishing.

6.2 What Don’t We Know About Bonne Bay?
While statistics on fish catches exist for DFO region 4R (see TABLE 2), the size of harvests
within the Bay is not clear and probably not trackable. Even if it were, given the continuing
movement of most commercial fish species in and out of the Bay, this may not be very meaningful
over the long term. The history of past sightings and catches of tuna in mid-twentieth century, once
common but no longer so, illustrate this point.
Hooper emphasized that “information on water temperature, salinity and other factors is as
important to marine ecology as weather records are to terrestrial ecology.”124 The impact of higher
temperatures on surface waters, estuaries and intertidal zones can be modelled or guessed at, but
remains uncertain. If episodes of coastal landslides triggered by sudden winter rain and melting
increase, like the one in early 2018, will steep shores fail enough to affect adjacent marine plants and
bottom dwellers? Might circulation patterns within the Bay change sufficiently to impact not only the
movement of species but also the spread of contaminants from sewage or dumping of wastes in South
123 Canada in a Changing Climate: Regional Perspectives Report Atlantic Provinces
124 Hooper 1975 page 8
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Arm and the outer basin? How will intertidal zones and estuaries adjust to the half-metre rise forecast
in sea-level? If higher precipitation rates increase stream-runoff into the Bay, what impacts on water
quality, salinity and clarity should be expected? What of the presence in the Bay of invasive species?
Might they spread further, will there be new invaders, and what can be done to lessen the harm done
to other species?
As to direct human influences on the Bay, shoreline developments continue, as houses, storage
facilities, wharves and marinas are built. Municipal regulations exist but are not necessarily followed,
nor records of new developments properly kept. For example, there is the question of dumping
sewage and other contaminants into the Bay. In 1975 Hooper recommended that “sewer outfalls
should be biologically inspected annually. The water around the outfalls and the rest of Bonne Bay
should be periodically analyzed for any deterioration.”125 There are now provincial regulations for
the operation of sewage systems,126 but whether these are being followed adequately by all Bonne
Bay municipalities may be questioned. And what risks, if any, are there to marine species from cruise
ships and other large vessels? From the viewpoint of marine sustainability, there might be advantages
to the introduction of tighter regulations and increased enforcement, but how acceptable this would
be to local residents and fishers is by no means clear. Is there a ready way around this dilemma?

6.3 Should Bonne Bay Be Protected?
As to the possibility of enhanced protection, the fundamental question is what to protect and
from what sources? There is sufficient consensus among residents within Bonne Bay that the Bay
should be given greater protection than it has currently. Then the more relevant question becomes,
125 Ibid page 8
126 Government of NL (2005).
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what are we willing to do to protect and steward what is here in light of the uncontrollable and
unknown other factors at play (shoreline development, noise and contaminant pollution, overfishing).
Many residents complain about seiners scooping up herring, mackerel and caplin in and around the
Bay, which has been an issue for well over a century. Others point to the need to control shoreline
development, which, especially along the western side of South Arm, Rocky Harbour, and in Neddies
Harbour, has been marked in recent years. There is probably general agreement among residents that
the dumping of construction wastes along the shore and into the Bay should be avoided. When it
comes to the presence of cruise ships and large marine crafts, the danger that they might present is
less clear, especially in view of their importance to the tourist trade. A few residents express a
preference for waters undisturbed by any marine traffic, whether cruise ships, fishing fleets, or jet
skis.
It might be useful to consider ways to increase small-scale in-shore fishing in and around the
Bay (as seen recently at the Fogo Island Co-op127), at the expense of larger, commonly more wasteful,
industrial-scale fishery for herring, mackerel and capelin, for example.128 Note that the UN General
Assembly has declared 2022 the International Year of Artisanal (i.e. small-scale) Fisheries and
Aquaculture.
There is no doubt that marine biodiversity is essential for healthy oceans, but working against
this are ocean warming, marine heat waves, ocean acidification, and melting of polar ice, despite
continuing efforts to reduce these stresses. Expanding the global network of marine protected areas
might help prevent or lessen the worst results.129 This is what Canada is now trying to do by selecting
appropriate areas for conservation and protection.
127 https://fogoislandfish.ca
128 “Sustainable small-scale fisheries can help people and the planet” Nature, June 20, 2022
129 Future Earth, The Earth League, WCRP (2021).
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A suggestion that Bonne Bay be considered a potential candidate for a NMCA (National
Marine Conservation Area) was made by Le Bris and Wroblewski (2018) on several grounds. They
pointed out that Bonne Bay supports small boat fisheries for lobster and snow crab, recreational
fishing for cod and sea-run brook trout, pleasure boating, sailing, SCUBA diving, kayaking, tour boat
excursions and bird-watching. An indication of local interest is the “stewardship attitude” and
conservation effort by local fishers to rebuild local stocks with a two-year moratorium (2009-2010)
on fishing snow crab in Bonne Bay. This allowed snow crab to reach maturity and reproduce before
being caught, thus increasing the productivity of that fishery. Another example of local stewardship
of living marine resources was the lobster conservation area initiated by harvesters in nearby Trout
River.130
The seminal work by Dr. Robert Hooper in his report131 to Parks Canada in the early years of
Gros Morne National Park, created a baseline for understanding the marine environment of Bonne
Bay. Research completed in the years since has added to the strength of his findings and
recommendations. In summarizing the “State of Bonne Bay -2022”, this report makes it clear that the
marine environment continues to be threatened, perhaps even more so today than in 1975. Despite
being surrounded by a National Park, Bonne Bay has no more environmental protection than any
other federal waters in Canada. In her presentation regarding protecting the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
Sierra Club of Canada spokesperson Veronique Bussiéres noted that Marine Protected Areas provide
immense benefits to the environment and the communities that rely on the marine resources
(FIGURE 26). Consideration should also be given to the Biosphere Reserve program of UNESCO,
which works to reconcile conservation of biodiversity with sustainable use.
130 Ennis G.P. Closed areas as a conservation strategy in the Newfoundland lobster fishery. Biodiversity. 2011;12:11–20.
131 Hooper, R. (1975) Bonne Bay Marine Resources V.1 & 2 - Centre for Newfoundland Studies - Digitized Books 2 - Memorial University DAI (mun.ca)
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FIGURE 26. Benefits of Marine Protection. Sierra Club of Canada Foundation (2022). Webinar
“2030 Is Tomorrow: Protecting 30% of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Is Urgent and Feasible”. Accessed June 28, 2022

In view of the move of the Federal Government to increase the number of marine protected
waters and conservation areas in Canada, the time seems right to consider what role Bonne Bay
might play in this process. In addition to federal and provincial governments, many local, regional
and national organizations are involved, with which partnerships might be developed.132 The key will
be the extent of local agreement that Bonne Bay should be considered for enhanced protection. The
Friends of Bonne Bay stand ready to assist, as long as residents around the Bay support the effort.

132 These include the Bonne Bay-based Atlantic Healthy Oceans Initiative, Parks Canada (GMNP), DFO, Ecology Action Centre, Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society,
Oceans North, the Marine Environmental Observation, Prediction and Response Network, Oceana Canada, the Coastal and Ocean Information Network
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APPENDIX 1: Shoreline Permits in GBS from 2007 to 2018
PERMIT
DATE
NUMBER

PURPOSE

2008

Removal of existing wharf & addition of new untreated timber crib
wharf
No permits issued

726

2009

Building shed on the beach

735

2011

Building a 35’ long wharf/ finger pier perpendicular to the shoreline

752

2011

698

2007

2011
2012

Construction of access road and drainage culvert adjacent to the
shoreline
Repairs to existing waterfront shed
No permits issued

807

2013

Cottage by the water

815

2014

Demolition and erection of new shed 3.65m from the shoreline

826

2014

Shed on the shoreline (renovation)

827

2014

Breakwater repairs (renovation)

821

2014

Replace shed beyond high watermark

834

2015

Old shed moved to the beach

840

2015

Repair to previous private dock

880

2016

Construction of 16’x12’ storage shed on wharf

873

2016

898

2017

901

2017

911

2017

923
925
926

2017
2017
2017

931

2017

948

2018

Construction of 24’x12’wharf with attached floating dock (8ft by 40
ft)
Add fill to driveway, put in Armor rock to outside of land to prevent
washout
Repair and enlarging beach shed 10’x12’ for a total size of 12’x24’
and repairs and extension to a dock /boat launch
Moving 12’x18’ shed on shoal brook beach relocated to Woody
point
Breakwater repairs
Construction of 18’x12’ wharf attached with a floating dock 12’x6’
New 6’x36’ wharf
Repairs to breakwater, boat launch, and retaining walls - including
excavation and loads of fill/rock +Installation of floating docks.
Excavation to repair septic field, loads of fill used to repair road
access along the beach to the boat wharf
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955

2018
2018

Repair shed on the beach and add road on the beach
Floating wharf in Birchy Head

963

2018

Construction of 8’x12’ canoe shed

974

2018

Tear down old shed on the beach at Silverton, excavation to fix up
land for boat storage

76
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APPENDIX 2: List of Fish Species in Bonne Bay (Hooper 1975)

Species
Common Name

Location

Sand lance

Occasional in BB – Sandy Cove,
Decker’s cove.
Wolfish -Atlantic Single specimen off Rattling
wolfish, Spotted
Brook + can be found around BB
wolfish
off rocky points – Green Point,
Wild Cove, Shoal Pt., White Pt.
and Tuckers Pt.

When

Abundance

1971
All times of the year –
most abundant in
spring + early summer
in waters as shallow
as 1 m + one observed
25 m off Gadd's Pt.

Abundant

American eel

Anywhere in the bay – most
abundant in the shallow estuaries
summer and early fall
and along the shore of East Arm
Young eels – may ascend streams
– bottom brook and Lomond River

Abundant

Alligator fish

Deep basin of South Arm

Herring

All over BB exc. shallow estuaries

Lumpfish

Spawning outside of the Tickle
and occasionally occurs in the
East Arm
Glenburnie, Lomond River, Deer
Arm, South East Arm, pools at
Broom Pt., Rocky Hr.
Gadd's point (Wild Cove to
Salmon Pt.)

Three spine
sticklebacks
Atlantic cod

Atlantic halibut

Occasionally caught on GSL

Atlantic sea snail

Tidal pools

Daubed shanny

Fluctuates

May to July –
spawning

Year round.
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Lavals eel pout
Ocean pout
Capelin

Most common

Haddock
Tom cod

Minor numbers in BB – spawning
occurs west of Gadd’s Point and
off Norris Pt. and Decker’s Cove –
spawning in the sandy gravel
bottom of the sill, Wild Cove and
Brake Cove
Gulf off Bonne Bay
Small numbers found in the bay

Ocean sun fish

Rocky hr – 1974

Grubby
Sculpins – Long
horn and short
horn
American smelt
Rock gunnel

Deer Arm - estuary
3 sculpins in BB
Atlantic sea raven around wharves
and outer parts of BB
Longhorn – common in shallow
waters.
Lomond River - estuary
Common throughout BB

Pollack

Caught off BB

Winter flounder
and other flat
fish

Everywhere

Skates – winter
skate, thorny
skate, little skate
Salmon

Usual species here – Winter skate
and Thorny skate.
More caught at Wild Cove and
Lobster Cove

Minor numbers in
BB due to lack of
sandy beaches and
rapid warming in
summers
1

Common

Summer in shallow
water, low shore tide
pools.
Mostly around the
Tickle – on the
sand from Norris
Pt. to Burnt Pt.
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Mackerel

Found throughout BB – abundant
near the Deer Arm, Lomond and
Glenburnie estuaries.
Frequently in summer depending
on water temp.
Leave BB by oct.

Red fish

Most common fish in the East
Arm, less common outside the
Sill.

Spiny dog fish

Deeper waters – Gadd’s Pt. and
Pinnacle rock.

Cunner

Large numbers near the shoreline.
Gadd hr. and the Pinnacle area

Bluefin Tuna
Radiated shanny
Squirrel hake
Sword fish

79

Outer parts of BB, presence in the
Outer bay indicated they are
mainly out in the Gulf.
Discussed with arctic shanny
Small specimens in Gadd’s Hr +
South Arm
Observed in 1974 off Pinnacle
Rock
Reported in BB – Leim and Scott,
1966.

Moderate
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APPENDIX 3: List of Invertebrate Species in Bonne Bay (Hooper 1975)

Phylum
PROTOZOA

PORIFERAsponges

Cnidaria

Species
Subertechinus
Cladocroce
Polymastia
Haliclona
Scypha
Halichondria
Cladocroce ventilabrum – common on Gadd’s point cliff + east Arm
Clathrina coriacea- common bb
Cliona celata
Cliona vastifica
Esperella modesta
Grantia canadensis
Halinchondria panicea -common in theTickle and exposed parts of the bay
Haliclona oculate -occasionally found off green point and brake cove on exposed coast.
Haliclona palmata – occurs more in the sheltered waters off East Arm and Gadd’s hr.
Haliclona permolis -reported by Reddin
Halisarca sp.- Norris point on Volsella .
Leuclosolenia cancellate--reported by Reddin
Mycalecarmia ovulum- found in algae and hydroids in Wild cove, Norris Pt. and mostly
found in Paul’s inlet
Myxilla incrustans- Volsella in the Tickle
Polymastia robusta- most common sponge in the East Arm - small amts found in Wild
cove and Pinnacle Rock shore
Polymastia mammilaris- found in east Arm by Reddin
Scypha lingua- common all over BB.
Subertechinus hispidis- mainly in the east Arm
Tentorium semisuberites
3 groups in NFL -Hydroids, Sea anemones, jelly fish
Hydrozoan – least specialized class of cnidaria.
Abietinaria abietina – Gadd’s point and outside gets rare.
Acaulis primaris-observed in Gadd’s Hr – Dec 1974
Aeginopsis laurentii- commonly found in cold water planktons in BB and Gulf of St.
Lawrence.
Aequorea sp.- Gadds Pt. sill
Aglantha digitale- common everywhere in BB
Bimeria brevis-shallower waters inside the sill in BB
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Bougainvillia supercilliaris- within the sill at Gadd’s point.
Campanularia groenlandica
Campanularia integra- from Gadd’s point onwards.
Campanularia johnstoni- occurs outside Gadd’s Pt. sill
Clava multicornisCordylophora caspia- Deer Arm
Coryne tubulosa- outside Gadd’s point
Cuspidella- distribution is restricted to deeper waters in the sill.
Diphasia fallax
Dyamena pumila- most common hydroids in BB
Eudendrium annulatum- inside sill at Gadd’s point
Eudendrium capillare- inside east Arm
Eudendrium rameum- very common in Gadd’s Pt.
Gemmaria costata
Grammaria abietina
Grammaria immersa-common in BB - inside sill in Gadd's point
Halecium halecinum- common in Gadd's point sill
Hydractinia carnea-more common outside the sill in BB
Hydractinia echinata
Hydrallmania falcata- very common inside the sill in BB.
Lafoea fructicosa
Lafoea pocillum- inside sill
Lafoea dumosa- inside sill
Obelia geniculata-in semi exposed areas in Norris Pt. .
Obelia longissimi-very common
Ptychogastria Polaris- deep in the east Arm.
Coryne princeps- common in summer through out bonne bay
Sertularella polyzonias- fairly common in Gadd’s Pt.
Sertularia curpressina- common on Gadd’s Pt.
Sertularia mirabilis- inside the sill
Sertularia tenera
Thuiaria articulata- inside sill in deeper waters
Thuiaria thuja- inside sill at Gadd’s Pt.
Tiaropsis multicirrata- common jelly fish in BB
Tubularia indivisa
Tubularia larynx- very common on the underwater cables off Norris Pt.
Tubularia simplex- fairly common inside sill in fall and winters
Verticillina verticillate- very common in BB inside the sill
Scyphozoa
Aerellia aurita- common in more sheltered parts of the bay
Cyanea capillata-swim throughout BB
Haliclystus auricula- mainly found along the Rattling brook shore and Green Pt.
Haliclystus salpinx- deeper waters
Lucernaria quadricornis- largest stauromedusa in BB
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Thaumatoscyphus atlanticus-outer parts of BB
Anthozoa- cnidarians with no medusa stage - all BB species are attached to rocks
Bolocera tuediae- has been on the coast outside BB and may extend to outer parts of the
bay.
Bunodactis stella
Ceranthius borealis
Edwardsia sipunculoids- Norris Pt. , Ssandy cove and brake cove .
Gersemia rubiformis- several of this genus found in deeper waters in BB.
Metridium senile- most common sea anemone throughout BB except the estuaries
Peachia parasitica
Stomphia carneola
Stomphia coccinea- Gadd’s pt cliff
Tealia feline-below 30 m on Gadd’s Pt. cliff
Ctenophora

Bereo cucumisBolinopsis infundibulumMertensia ovum
Pleurobrachia pileus- most common comb jelly in BB throughout the year

Annelida

3 types in BB oligochaete ,hirudinea and polichaetes
Polichaetes – Amphitrite figulus
Amphitrite Johnston- Wild cove, Gadd's Pt.
Amphitrite ornata- Gadd's Pt.
Arenicola marina- Deer Arm
Autolytus cornutus- Common in sand in bb.
Dodecaria concharom- throughout bb wherever there are scallops
Eulalia bilineataEumida sanguinea
Fabricia sabella
Glycera capitate
Harmathoe extenuata- fairly common throughout BB.
Hydroides norvegicus
Lepidonotus squamatus- very common low shore to 20m or more throughout bb.
Myxicola infundibulum- extremely common
Nephthys caeca-common in sand and gravel bottoms throughout bb
Nereis diversicolor-common in shallow locations such as Decker’s cove and caplin
beach.
Nereis virens
Nichomache lumbricalis- Deer Arm, Lomond estuary and deep sand areas in east Arm.
Pectinaria gouldi
Phyllodoce spp.- common in muddy sand, Gadd's hr.
Polydora ciliate- found in scallop beds throughout bb
Polydora concharum-found in scallop beds throughout bb
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Polydora websteri- found in scallop and coralline beds throughout bb
Potamilla neglecta-burnt Pt., Gadd’s hr.
Sabella sp.- live deeper than 30 m in East Arm.
Scoloplos Arminger
Serpulids-common in bay.
Spirorbis borealis- throughout the bay.
Spirorbis spirillum- upper subtidal to at least 20m.
Spirorbis violaceus
Tomopteris helgolandicaTrichobranchus glacialis- Gadd's pt, wild cove Hd. , Shoal Pt. .

Molluscs

Chiton
Ischnochiton albus (white northern chiton)- underneath the superficial layer covering
much of bonne bay
Ischnochiton ruber- one of the most important grazing organisms in bb.
Tonicella marmoreal- common everywhere in bb except estuaries
Gastropods
Acanothodoris Pilosa- Gadds Pt.
Acmaea testudinialis (Tortoise shell limpet )- common everywhere except in estuaries
Admete couthouyi-Wild d cove Hd.
Aeolidia papillosa- Common throughout the bay.
Aporrhais occidentalis (Pelican’s foot)- deeper water in the south Arm, outer bb and in
the gulf of st. Lawrence.
Buccinum undatus (Northern whelk)- most common large gastropod.
Catriona aurantia (Nudibranch)- wild cove Hd.
Cingula aculeus (Pointed cingula)
Clione limacina (sea butterfly)
Colus sp (Spindle shell)- outer bb deep water.
Coryphella verrucose- Common gill Pt.. , Gadd’s Pt.
Cratena- Gadds Pt.
Crepidula fornicata- sheltered areas - Lomond
Dendronotus albus- shallow waters in Norris Pt., Rattling brook.
Dendronotus frondosus- Gadd’s Pt.
Doto coronate- Gadd’s Pt., wild cove Hd.
Doto Formosa- moderately common in wild cove and Norris Pt.
Elysia catula- common in deer Arm and St. Paul’s inlet.
Eubranchus- Norris Pt.
Facelline bostoniensis- Norris Pt.
Hydrobia minuta- Deer Arm estuary and Lomond river estuary
Issena lacera- Gadd’s hr .
Lacuna pallidula neritoidea -outer ports bb
Lacuna vincta (Chink shell)- everywhere in bb except upper subtidal estuaries
Littorina littorea- most common in east Arm and east shore of South Arm
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Littorina obtusata- most common in Rocky hr. and Gadd’s hr.
Littorina helicina- common plankton
Lora nobilis - outer bb
Margarites helicinus ( smooth top shell)- outer bb
Margarites costalis (rosy top shell)- outer bb
Nassarius trivittatus ( new England basket shell)- outer bb
Neptunea despecta tornata (Common North Neptune)- deeper waters in outer bb
Nucella lapilla ( atlantic dog winkle )
Odostomia trifida-Deer Arm and Lomond river
Oenopota ineisula- south Arm
Onchidoris aspersa- Norris Pt. and wild cove
Onchidoris fusca- Gadd’s Pt.
Polynices groenlandica (Greenland Moon snail)-deeper sandy areas in bb
Polynices heros (Northern Moon- snail)
Puncturella noachina (Little Punctrulla) shoal Pt.., wild cove, storehouse Pt.
Retusa obtuse (Arctic Barrel Bubble)
Skenepsis Planorbis (Orb shell)- shallow waters in bb and Gadd’s Pt.
Tergipes tergipes ( Nudibranch )- Norris Pt. .
Turritelllopsis acicula (Needle shell)- Gadd’s Hr.
Velutina undata ( Striped Velvet shell)-common in Gadd’s hr
Velutina laevigata (Common velvet shell )- common everywhere in the bay
Bivalves
Anomia aculeat- (prickly jingle shell )- very common everywhere except in sand and
estuaries
Arctica islandica (ocean quahog)- subtidal in outer bb and along gulf of st Lawrence .
Astarte undata ( Waved Astarte)- near sand surface all over the bay
Astarte sp.- deeper areas of the bay
Cerastoderma pinnulatum (Northern dwarf cockle )
Chlamys islandicus (Iceland scallop)- East Arm and Glenburnie.
Clinocardium ciliatum (Iceland cockle)
Crenella faba (Faba crenella)- outer parts of bb
Cyrtodaria siliqua- outer parts of bb in sandy areas
Dacrydium vitreum
Ensis directus (Razor clam)- Deer Arm , Neddy’s Hr., Sandy cove . Decker’s cove , the
Tickle , Wild cove and Foul Pt.
Gemma gemma (Amethyst Gem clam)- Deer Arm and Lomond estuaries
Hiatella arctica( Arctic saxiclave )
Hiatella striata (striated saxicave)- Gadd’s Hr.
Macoma bathica (Little Macoma)-sandy bottoms
Mercenaria merceneria - Deer Arm and St Paul inlet.
Mesodesma arctatum (Arctic Wedge clam)- sandy areas outside bb.
Musculus sp.- mainly outside the Tickle
Common soft-shell clam
Mya truncata -Truncate soft-shelled clam, soft clam- common in bb
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Mussels
Mytilus edulus (Edible mussel, blue mussel)- abundant in areas prone to domestic
sewage pollution- Neddy’s Hr , Woody point and Rocky Hr.
Horse Mussel- common in Gadd’s Pt. and Norris Pt.
Nacula tennis (Smooth nut clam)- sandy bottoms in outer bb
Nuculana tenuisulcata ( thin nut clam )- in Norris Pt. ,and Deer Arm , South East Arm .
Pandora gouldiana (Gould’s Pandora )- Deer Arm and St. Paul’s inlet .
Scallops
Placopecten magellanicus (Giant Scallops)- most common - found in all stations in the
bay but few major areas - Deer Arm, Seal cove, Neddy’s harbour , Lomond and Store
house in the East Arm- Foul Pt. have supported fair populations
Chlamys islandicus (Iceland scallop)
Psiloteredo megotara (Giant teredo )
Serripes groenlandicus ( Greenland cockle )-outer BB
Spisula solidissima (surf clam)- Outer bb - more common in Shallow bay and St. Paul’s
inlet .
Tellina agilis (Northern dwarf)
Thracia septentrionalis (Northern duck bill)- fairly common in outer parts of bb
Teredo navilis (Shipworm ,Teredo)
Venericardia borealis (Northern heart shell)- occasionally in Gadd’s hr.
Volsella modiolus (Northern Horse Mussel)- common in bb
Yoldia limatula ( File Yoldia )-Gadd’s hr.
Yolida myallis ( Mya – like voldia )
Yoldiella fraterna
Zirphaea crispata ( Great piddock )- Gadd’s Pt. , Norris Pt.
Cephalophods
Illex illecebrosus (Newfoundland squid)
Rossi asp.( Bottle squid )
Bryozoan
Aetea anguina- wild cove, Gadd’s Pt.
Alcyonidium gelatinosom- Wild cove hd.
Alcyonidium sp.-outer bb
Celleporina Ventricosa- mainly below 30 m throughout bb
Conopeum reticulum
Cribilina cryptooecium
Cystisella saccate- deep water all over bb - East Arm shallow water (30m)
Eucratea loricate- most common bryozoan inn bb - Gadd’s hr.
Flustra foliacca- found in the open in Gulf of St. Lawrence
Flustrellidra hispida
Hippoporina reticulatopunctata- off Gadd’s hr
Idmonea atlantica
Lichenopora hispida- all over bb
Lichenopora verrucaria
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Membranipora serrulata- Gadd’s Pt.
Rhamhostomella costata - common in deep rocks off Gadd’s Pt.
Stomachetosella limbata
Tagella Armifera
Tubilipora sp.- wild cove
Amphiblestrum
Bugula sp .
Caberea ellisii
Callopora craticular
Callopora lineata
Cauloramphus cymbaeformis
Celleporina surcularis
Cheilopora sincera
Cribilina annulata
Crisia sp.
Cylindroporella tubulosa
Dendrobeania murrayoma
Doryporella spathulifera
Escharella abyssicola
Escharella immersa
Escharella ventricosa
Electra Pilosa
Hinksipora spinulifera
Hippooprella hippopus
Hippothoa expansa
Kinetoskias arborescens
Microporella ciliata
Myriapora subgracila
Myriozoella plana
Parasmittina jeffreysi
Phidolopora elongata
Porella acutirostris
Porella asperta
Porella concinna
Porella smitti
Porella struma
Posterula saarsii
Pseudoflustra solida
Rhamphostomella bilaminata
Rhampostomella ovata
Rhampostomella plicata
Rhampostomella scabra
Schiziomavella auriculata
Schizoporella stylifera
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Scrupocellaria scabra
Smittina majuscule
Stephanosella biapera
Stomachetosella cruerta
Stomachetosella sinuosa
Tagella arctica
Terminoflustra barleei
Tricellaria gracillis
Tricellaria peachii
Tricellaria ternate
Umbonula acrtica
Arthropoda
Pycnogonida (sea spiders) only 3 species in bb
Achelia scabra- gadds pt
Nymphon grossipes- shoal Pt., Gadd’s Pt.
Nymphon longitarse - 25 m off Gadd’s Pt.
CRUSTACEANS - important for marine ecology in bb - small forms are important food
for larger animals.
Ostrocoda (mussel shrimp)- bb species not identified
Copepoda- species identified in the gulf probably in the bay but not yet identified.
CIRRIPEDIA( barnacles )
Cirripedia BarnaclesBalanus balanoides (common rock barnacle)-most common barnacle in bb
Balanus balanus- outer parts bonne bay and open sea
Balanus crenatus
Balanus hameri (Turban barnacle)- not definitely found in bb but spotted In St. Paul’s
inlet
MYSIDS
Boreomysis tridens-deep waters in South Arm
Erythrops erythropthalma- dredged from bottom of South Arm
Mysis gaspensis- common in shallow waters throughout bb
Mysis mixta- Lomond river estuary
Mysis stenolepis-common throughout bb shallow water
Naemysis Americana- Lomond river estuary
CUMACEAISIPODA- some in estuaries and deep waters- very numerous species found in bb.
Aega psora- Rattling brook
Idothea baltica- near estuaries
Jaera ischiosetosa- near estuaries in bb
Jaera praehirsuta- Deer Arm, estuary
Limnoria lignorum
DECAPODA
Argis dentata
Cancer irroratus (rock crab)
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Chinocetes opillio (Queen crab, snow crab)
Crangon septemspinosus(sand shrimp)- most shallow bottoms in bb - Lomond river
estuary , Deep Arm .
Ealus fabricii - Gadd’s Pt.
Eualus fabricii
Eualus macilentus - deep water in South Arm
Homarus americanus (American lobster)-very common in bb
Hyas Araneus ( Large spider crab )- outer parts of bb and gulf of St. Lawrence
Hyas coarctatus (small spider crab)
Lebbeus Polaris-deep waters of South Arm
Pagarus acadianus ( Hermit crab )- Lomond river estuary and St.Pauls inlet
Pagarus arcuatus-fairly common from low shore to deep waters
Pandalus borealis (Edible shrimp)-found in deep basins of East Arm and outer Bonne
bay
Pandalus montaguia-throughout the bay
Spirontocaris sp.-the tickle
Amphipoda Gammaridea
Acanthonotosoma serratum- 20-40 m on Gadd’s Pt.
Calliopius laeviusculus- most abundant gammarids in bb
Corophim acherusicum- occur on muddy and sandy bottoms from just below low tide to
over 10 m depth
Dulichia sp.-only one collected at 20m at Gadd’s Pt.
Gammarus oceanicus- second most common amphipods
Gitanopsis inermis-collected at 25m depth at Tuckers Pt.
Ischyrocerus anguipes- low numbers in bb to at least 40m
Jassa falcata-also occurs in low numbers intertidally and in shallow waters
Metopa boecki-at depths over 20m on Gadd’s Pt.
Monoculodes longistris- occurs in low numbers at about 15 m depth off Shag cliff
Monoculodes tuberculatus-Shag cliff, Norris point.
Neopleustus pulchellus-Gadd’s Pt. and hr.
Paramphithoe hystrix- 20-40 m Gadd’s Pt. and shoal Pt.
Paroediceros lynceus- found in sand bottoms at 10 m depth in Norris Pt.
Phoxocephalus holbolli—collected in Shag cliff and Norris Pt.
Pleustus panoplus- sandy bottom at 25m depth off Shag cliff
Pleusymtes glaber-not common amphipod - collected in Norris Pt.
Pontogeneia inermis- Gadd’s hr and Gull rocks
Syrrhoe crenulataAcanthostephia malmgreni
Gammarellus angulosus
Gammarus duebeni
Gammarus setosus
Hyale nilssoni
Orchestia platensis
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Rhachotropis oculata
Anonyx compactus- Steele and Brunel (1968)
A.lilljeborgi - Steele and Brunel (1968)
A.nugax- Steele and Brunel (1968)
A.ochoticus - Steele and Brunel (1968)
A.pacificus - Steele and Brunel (1968)
Byblis gaimardi - Brunel (1970)
Haploops tubicola - Brunel (1970)
Harpinia plumosa- Brunel (1970)
H.propinqua - Brunel (1970)
H.serrata - Brunel (1970)
Orchomenella minuta - Brunel (1970)
Other amphipods
2 groups –
1.Caprellids – Species reported by Rivard and Owen
Aeginina longicornis
Caprella septentrionalis
2.Hyperiids
Echinoderms
Asteroidea (Star fish)
Asterias vulgaris
Crossaster paposus- mainly found in deep waters but is never extremely abundant Norris Pt., Wild cove, Gadd’s Pt., Brake cove.
Ctenodiscus crispatus- deep waters of East Arm
Henricia eschrichtii- outer parts bb
Henricia sanguinolenta- warm shallow waters in bb - Burnt Pt., store house Pt.
Henricia scabrior- deeper water in bb
Leptasterias polarisPteraster militaris- East Arm
Solaster Endeca
Echinoidea – sea urchinsBrisaster fragilis- heart urchins- outer bb
Echinarachnius parma – sand dollar- Norris Pt., Deer Arm, foul Pt., Brake cove, Shallow
bay
Strongylocentrotus drobachiensis- green sea urchins- outer bb and open gulf
Holothuroidea- sea cucumbersChirodota laevis- Wild cove, Salmon Pt., Brake cove
Cucumaria frondosa-outer bb - green Pt., Brake cove, salmon Pt.
Leptosynapta inhaerans-Gadd’s Pt., burnt Pt.
Myriotrochus rinki - South Arm
Psolus fabricii-Gadd’s Pt., Green Pt., outer coast
Psolus phantapus- Norris Pt., Gadd’s hr, wild cove hd , Pinnacle rock shore , outer coast
Ophiuroidea (Brittle stars)
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Amphiura sp.- Gadd’s hr
Gorgonocephalus arcticus – basket star- one small animal observed at Gadd’s Pt. cliff
Ophiopholis aculetea- serpent star- most common brittle star in bb except in estuaries
Ophiura robusta- East Arm deep waters
Ophiura sarsi- Gadd’s harbour, East Arm, outer bb deep waters
Urochordata – tunicate- look like fish larvae - 2 common types in bb
Larvaceans
Fritillaria borealis
Oikopleura sp.
Ascidiacea- most common tunicates in bb
Amaroucium pallidum- waters deeper than 15 m in east Arm - Gadd’s Pt., Wild cove
Hd.
Ascidia obliqua- moderate depths in East Arm
Ascidia prenum- rocks in fairly deep waters - Gadd’s hr.
Boltenia echinate- upper subtidal to at least 50m
Botryllus schlosseri- in sheltered areas in bb - common in St. Paul’s inlet.
Dendrodoa carnea- Gadd’s Pt., Gull rocks, wild cove hd.
Didemnum albidum- everywhere in bb except estuaries
Halocynthia pyriformis- most common in the rock west of the tickle, Gadd’s Pt. cliff,
wild cove Hd., Salmon Pt., Brake cove etc.
Molgula citrina-everywhere in bb except estuaries
Molgula sp.- subtidal around the bay
Synoicum pulmonaria- rocks and shells in outer bb
Trididemnum tenerum
Other phylum
Platyhelminthes – flatworms- most not identified
Entoprocta - several species seen - Barentsia gracillus(most common )
Nemerteans – proboscis worms
Amphiporus angsulatus- shallow waters - Gadd’s Pt.
Cerebratulus sp.- specimens found in Gadd’s hr and Norris Pt.
Linues ruber- Gadd’s hr., Deer Arm, Glenburnie, Rocky hr.
Linues socialis- Norris Pt.
Malacobdella grossa- St. Paul’s inlet, Deer Arm.
Nematoda- found in every sample of alga, sediment and other animals.
Rotifera- occur on all marine substrates.
Chaetognatha- small transparent animals found on plankton.
Eukrohnia hamata- occasionally seen in planktons
Sagitta elegans- deeper cold waters in bb
Brachiopoda – lamp shells- more species of fossils identified than living ones
Hemithyris psitttacea – beaked lamp shell- below 25 m in east Arm and below 40m in
outer bb.
Terebratulina septentrionalis – ribbed lamp shell- moderately rare on rocks in East Arm
below 30 m
Hemichordates- worm like animals living in muddy areas and burrows
Hemichordates
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Saccoglossus kowalevskii- Norris Pt. and Glenburnie
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APPENDIX 4: List of Marine Plant Species in Bonne Bay (Hooper 1975)
Group
Chlorophyta

Species
Acrochaete parasitica
Acrochaete repens
Acrosiphonia spinescens

Location
Gadd’s Pt.
common plant in bb
low shore and upper subtidal in more exposed
parts in bb

Blindigia minima
Bolbocoleon piliferum
Bryopsis plumosa
Bryopsis hypnoides
Capsosiphon fulvescens

common in shores in bb

Chaetomorpha cannabina

common in bb except in exposed places

Chaetomorpha linum

estuaries and relatively sheltered soft bottoms

Cladophora rupestria

green filamentous plant commonly found on
all rocky surfaces throughout the bay from
midshore to upper subtidal

Cladophora sericia
Coccomyxa parasitica
Ectochaete leptochaete
Ectochaete wittrockii
Entermorpha ahlnerana
Entermorpha compressa
Entermorpha groenlandica
Entermorpha linza
Entermorpha plumosa

collected in Norris Pt., cove ferry dock
rare algae in NL- found in Norris Pt.
rocky harbour, bottom brook, woody Pt.,
Neddy’s harbour

scallop beds in bb except shallow waters
Gadd’s Pt., Deer Arm, Seal cove
Deer Arm
low shore in Norris Pt., coves and other
beaches in bb
most common in relatively exposed shores
such as Pinnacle rock, green Pt., Wigwam Pt.
Gadd’s Hr.
Deer Arm barachois- more common in St.
Paul’s inlet and Parsons pond.

Entocladia viridis
Epicladia flustrae
Eugomontia sacculata
Gomontia polyrhiza

common in red algae in the bay

Monostroma grevillei

all over the bay

Monostroma undulatum

common all over

Ochlochaete ferox
Ostrebium quekettii

St.Paul’s inlet , Lomond river estuary
throughout Bonne bay

Deer Arm, Norris Pt., Rocky hr.
common in suitable shells on coralline
substrates
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Pilinia lunatiae
Prasiola crispa
Prasiola stipitata

Phaeophyta branched brown alga
that is slippery and
flexuous
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most common in St. Paul’s inlet - also found
in Deer Arm, Lomond river estuary
Norris Pt.
gull rocks in East Arm, Burnt Pt., Gadd's Pt.,
Pinnacle rock, Western hd., Green Pt.,
Salmon Pt.

Pringsheimiella scutata
Pseudopringsheima confluens
Pseudopringsheima fucicola
Rhizoclonium riparium

common in all estuaries
Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle rock
intertidal zones
St. Paul’s, Salmon Pt., deer Arm, barachois,
Norris Pt., Cove

Ulithrix flacca
Ulva lactuca ( sea lettuce)

common all over all year round
attached to rocks, algae and wharf pilings

Ulvaria obscura
Ulvaria oxysperma
Urospora

Norris Pt.

Urospora wormskjoldii

most abundant in shores that have been
scoured by ice or substrate movement

Acrothrix novaeangliae

occurs in bb from July to October /
November- in 1973 didn’t occur in the East
Arm due to lower salinities than usual

Agarum cribrosum( collander
kelp )
Alaria esculenta ( Wing kelp)

In East -not found anywhere else in Canada

Ascophyllum nodosum( Rock
weed)

common in the more sheltered rocky areas in
bb

Asperoccocus fistulosus
Chorda filum - Sea shoe lace
Chorda tomentosa
Chordaria flagelliformis

Gadd’s Pt. - not seen in 1973
gravel substrates in sheltered locations
St. Paul’s inlet
abundant in wild cove head and northside of
the bay

Chordariaceans sp.
Cladosiphon zosterae
Delamarea attenuata
Desmarestia aculeata
Desmarestia viridis
Desmotrichum undulatum
Dictyosiphon foeniculuceus
Ectocarpus fasciculatus
Ectocarpus siliculosus

Deer Arm, Green Pt., Norris Pt., Salmon Pt.

occurs in open coasts from Rattling brook,
Wild cove and farther west.

St. Paul’s inlet
exposed rocky parts of the bay
throughout Bonne bay
Gadd’s Pt.
common in outer parts in bb
common in outer parts in bb
often occurs in all parts of bb
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Ectocarpus sp.
Elachista fucicola
Elachista lubrica
Entonema aecidiodes
Eudesma virescens
Fucus distichus - rock weed
Fucus edentatus
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grow on fucus species throughout the bay

grows all over the bay - most common in low
tide level to 15 m
common in Burnt Pt., Gadd’s Pt. Lobster
cove hd., salmon Pt., and outside Eastern Hd.
common in outer parts in bb -Pinnacle rock
shore, Salmon Pt.., Green Pt.

Fucus spiralis

present in Shagg cliff, Gadd’s Pt., Shoal Pt.,
Pinnacle rock, salmon Pt. rocky habour and
lobster cove

Fucus vesiculosus- Rock weed
Giffordia granulosa
Halopteris scoparia

most common rock weed in bb
moderately common in Wild cove Hd.
Norris cove, Deer Arm, Seal cove, Gadd’s
Pt., Wild cove hd., Pinnacle rock Pt.,
Gadd’s hr, Caplin beach, Green Pt., Chouter's
cove, and wild cove Hd.

Haplospora globosa
Hecatoma sp.
Herponema desmarestiae
Isthmoplea sphaerophora
Laminaria digitata
Laminaria longicruris
Cabbage kelp
Laminaria solidungula
Laninariocolax tomentosoides
Leathesia difformis
Litosiphon filiformis
Melanosiphon intestinalis
Myrionema magnusii
Myrionema sp.
Myriotrichia filiformis
Papenfussiella callitricha
Petalonia fascia
Petalonia zosterifolia
Petroderma maculiforma

Green Pt.
Wild cove, deep water cove
Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle Rock shore
most common on rocks in Rattling brook,
Pinnacle rock Pt., Wigwam Pt., wild cove Hd.
common inn outer parts of bb - Brake cove,
Green Pt., Wigwam Pt.
good beds in Gadd’s Pt., shoal Pt., Gull rock ,
Norris cove , Rattling brook shore , wild cove
and Pinnacle rock shore
occurs throughout East Arm, Rattling brook
to deep water cove, Wild cove Hd, Eastern
cove
Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle Rock Pt.
Gadd’s Pt.
Gadd’s Hr
throughout bb
St. Paul’s inlet - abundant
Green Pt., Rattling brook
only found in bb once in June 1972
may be found throughout bb
outer regions of bb and open coast
throughout bb
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Phloeospora curta
Pillayella littoralis

Pseudolithodenna extensum
Punctaria plantaginea

Gadd’s Pt.
most common filamentous brown sea weed
from most sheltered to most exposed parts of
bb
on rocks throughout bb
common in inner parts of bb but can be found
in open coast

Ralfsia bornetti

intertidal zones - Burnt Pt., Gadd’s Hr., Shoal
Pt.

Ralfsia clavata

estuaries in Deer Arm, Lomond and
Glenburnie

Ralfsia fungiformis

fairly common at Shoal Pt., Deer Arm,
Salmon Pt., Lobster cove hd.

Ralfsia verrucosa

intertidal rocks, wharf pilings and shells
throughout bb and onto the open coast
outer regions of bb and open coast
low shore rocks and tide pools in bb
Gadd’s hr, Norris cove, wild cove hd .,
Pinnacle Rock Pt.

Saccorhiza dermatoda
Scytosiphon lomentaria
Sorapion kjellmanii
Sphacelaria cirrosa
Sphacelaria plumosa

Foul Pt., Gadd’s Hr
sub tidally on rocks and shells in all but the
most exposed parts of bb

Sphacelaria sp.
Sphaerotrichia divaricata

Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle Rock Pt.
rare in sheltered parts of bb - Gadd’s hr.,
Norris cove, South East Arm, Foul Pt., and
Chouters cove - more abundant in St. Paul’s
inlet
in all exposed locations
Burnt Pt., Gadd’s Hr., Chouters cove.
occasionally found between Gadd’s Hr and
Shag cliff

Spongonema tomentosum
Stictyosiphon soriferus
Stictyosiphon tortilis

Rhodophyta
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Streblonema chordariae
Streblonema oligosporum
Tilopteris mertensii

Norris Pt., wild cove Hd.
Green Pt.
Norris cove, Wild cove hd., brake cove and
Green Pt. hd.

Ulonema rhizophorum
Ahnfeltia plicata

Glenburnie, Norris Pt., St. Paul’s inlet
attached to rocks - free living in Deer Arm
Zostera bed

Antithamnion floccosum
Asterocystis ramosa

Exposed parts in bb
has been found in Deer Arm but more
common in St. Paul’s inlet

Audouinella alariae
Audouinella dasyae

Green Pt., pinnacle rock shore
Deer Arm
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Audouinella daviesii
Audouinella microscopica
Audouinella purpurea
Audouinella saviana
Audouinella spetzbergense
Bangia atropurpurea

Bonnemaisonia hamifera
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Norris Pt., wild cove hd., Rattling brook,
Green Pt., Salmon Pt.
Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle Rock shore
throughout bb
Gadd’s Pt., wild cove hd., pinnacle rock
shore, rattling brook and the open coast
Lobster cove Hd., Green Pt., Brake cove,
Pinnacle rock shore, Wild cove Hd., Norris
Pt., Burnt Pt., Shag cliff , Entrance Pt., Gull
rocks
one of the most common sea weeds
throughout bb

Calithamnion corymbosum

occur widely in bb in late summer until
winter

Calithamnion hookeri
Calithamnion tetragonum

Gadd’s Pt.
Gadd’s Pt., Shag cliff and Pinnacle rock in
1971 and hasn’t been seen since
found once on Gadd’s Pt.
grows throughout bb
grows on rocks, algae and wharf pilings in bb
many locations in bb
midshore and low shore pools at lobster cove
and Salmon Pt. , and low shore and upper
subtidal pools in East Arm at South hd.,
Tucker Hd.,Payne’s cove ,Norris cove and
Gadd’s Hr
Gadd’s Pt., pinnacle rock shore
common in shallow waters throughout bb

Callocolax sp.
Callophyllis cristata
Ceramium rubrum
Ceraocolax hartzii
Chondrus crispus - irish moss

Choreocolax polysiphoniae
Clathromorphum
circumscriptum
Clathromorphum compactum

common on the north outer shore of bb and
open coast

Colaconema membranecea

very common from midshore to more than 25
m

Colaconema secundata
Corallina officinalis

throughout the bay
low shore and tide pools - most of bb but
mostly in more exposed locations
found in glass bottles, rocks and scoured
bedrock and bounders

Cruoria sp.
Cystoclonium purpureum
Dilsea integra
Dumontia incrassata
Erythrotrichia cillaris

outer bb
Gadd’s Pt.., wild cove hd., pinnacle rock, gull
rock , Tuckers hd.
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Gigartina stellata
Heteroderma lejolisii
Hildernbrandia prototypus
Kvaleya epilaeve
Leptophytum foecundum
Leptophytum laeve
Lithothamnion glaciala
Lithothamnion lemoineae
Lithothamnion tophiforme

Membranoptora alata
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throughout bb
Gull rocks, Gadd’s Pt., Shoal Pt.
Burnt Pt., Gull rocks
everywhere around bb below 15m with rocky
bottoms
most common encrusting algae in bb and NL
Occurs along the shore from wild cove hd. To
salmon Pt., and along open coast.
east Arm below 25m (below thermocline),
outside the sill its deeper and less common Gadd’s Pt., Burnt Pt., Deep water cove, Gull
rocks, South Pt., Tuckers Hd.
Wild cove, Gadd’s Pt., Pinnacle rock, Green
Pt.

Nemalion helminthoides

Green Pt. and rattling - late august - typical
warm water plant rarely found in NL

Odonthalia dentata

only 2 places in NL - Burnt Pt., Gadd’s Hr to
Shagg cliff

Palmaria palmata
Pantoneura baerii

more exposed areas in bb
Gadd’s Pt., Wild cove hd., Burnt Pt., Deep
water cove, Pinnacle rock shore

Peyssonelia sp.
Phycodorys rubens
Phyllophora pseudoceranoides

East Arm below 30m
throughout bb - mainly deeper than 10m
Pinnacle shore

Phyllophora truncata

occasionally in shallow waters - Pinnacle
Rock shore - more abundant in deeper waters
- Wild cove Hd., Pinnacle rock and Green Pt.
- and is common off Brake cove

Phymatolithon laevigatum
Phymatolithon lenormandi

shallow waters of East Arm
intertidal rocks area

Phymatolithon rugulosum
Plumaria elegans

Brake cove
intertidal - Pinnacle rock shore, the Rattling
brook shore and Shag cliff

Polyides rotundus

Rattling brook, Gadd’s Pt., pinnacle rock
shore
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Diatoms
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Polysiphonia arctica

abundant below 20 m on sandy gravel slopes
- Wild cove Hd., between Shag cliff and
Gadd’s hr., and off Pinnacle rock

Polysiphonia flexicaulis
Polysiphonia harveyi
Polysiphonia lanosa

all over bb - low shore to 25 m
estuaries in Deer Arm, Lomond
Gadd's hr. and Pt., pinnacle rock shore,
Lobster cove, rocky Hr., and open Gulf of St.
Lawrence

Polysiphonia nigra

algal beds in Gadd’s Pt., and pinnacle rock
shore

Polysiphonia nigrescens

Gadd’s Hr., Deer Arm, Glenburnie’s,
Pinnacle rock shore, Salmon Pt., Rocky hr.,
Lobster cove

Polysiphonia urceolata

Gadd’s Pt., Salmon Pt., Green Pt., Lobster
cove

Porphyra linearis
Porphyra miniata

Western Hd.
Gadd’s Pt., Wild cove hd., Salmon Pt.,
Pinnacle rock shore

Porphyra umbilicalis

Norris Pt., Gadd’s Pt., Green Pt., Lobster
cove, Pinnacle rock shore, Shag cliff

Ptilota serrata

Wild cove Hd., Brake cove, Green Pt.,
Pinnacle rock shore, Rattling brook shore

Rhodophylis dichotoma

sparse in Tickle, pinnacle rock shore and
Green Pt., shore

Rhodophysema elegans

very rare in NL -South Pt., East Arm and
Foul Pt.

Rhodophysema georgii

Neddy Hr., Deer Arm, Glenburnie, Lomond
river, St. Paul’s inlet (most abundant)

Scagelia pylaisaei
Turnerella pennyi

throughout bb except in estuaries
deeper parts of the Tickle and in outer bay

Skeletonema , Rhizosolenia ,
Navicula Chaetoceros and
Ditylum .Other impportant
genera - Coscinodiscus ,
Isthmia , Melodira and
Pleurosigma
Chrysophytes

important - commonly eaten by copepods
euphausids and planktonic larvae

Norris Pt, Salmon Pt.
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Dinoflagellates

Gymnodinium , Coratium and
Peridinium

Cyanophyta(blue
green algae)

Colothrix , Phormidium ,
Ricularia

Mosses

Anabaena and spillina
Entophysolis
Grimmia maritima
Ulota phylantha
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sea shore and salt spray
along shore on rocks and trees along exposed
coast

Lichens

Buellia alboatra , Candelariella identified in Shag cliff
aurella , Leeanera poliophoea,
Physcia caesia , Polyblastia
albida , Yantheria elegans ,
Verrucaria maura , Verrucaria
spp.

Vascular plants

Zostera marina ( eel grass)

Salt marsh plants

good sized beds - Deer Arm, Glenburnie and
the Lomond river estuary.
small marsh areas - Lomond river estuary and
Deer Arm Barachois- very extensive marshes
are in St Paul’s shore
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APPENDIX 5: MAPS OF BONNE BAY SHORELINE DISTURBANCE

MAP 1: Shoreline Disturbance – Glenburnie – Birchy Head - Ellipses indicate the disturbed
shoreline area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)

MAP 2: Shoreline Disturbance – Birchy Head – Winterhouse Brook - Ellipses indicate the
disturbed shoreline area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)
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MAP 3: Shoreline Disturbance – Winterhouse Brook – Curzon Village - Ellipses indicate the
disturbed shoreline area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)
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MAP 4: Shoreline Disturbance –East Arm (South) - Ellipses indicate the disturbed shoreline
area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)
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MAP 5: Shoreline Disturbance – East Arm (North) - Ellipses indicate the disturbed shoreline
area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)
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MAP 6: Shoreline Disturbance – Norris Point – Neddies Harbour - Ellipses indicate the
disturbed shoreline area (Source: Google Earth, July 2022)
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MAP 7: Shoreline Disturbance – Rocky Harbour - Ellipses indicate the disturbed shoreline area
(Source: Google Earth, July 2022)

